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TASK 4:  FTUDILS OF HUMAN MEMORY AND LANGUAGE PROCESSING 

1 .  Technical Problem 

The aim of this project was to determine how neople store 

and retrieve factual (non-numerical) information and how thev 

utilize this storod information in comnrehending Cnalish text. 

Three of tho studies investiqated how neonle retrieve factual 

information, ono evaluated nossible strategies for interpreting 

text, and a final naner summarized our concJusions about the 

requirements for building a computer-based, natural-language- 

nrocessinu system. 

2 .     Genera 1 Methodrlogy 

Laboratory exoeriments. 

3. Techn i ca1 Results 

The results have indicated that neonle use both deductive 

inference and inference by analogv in answering questions.  The 

initial search for relevant facts is annarentlv a narallel pro- 

cess, while tho checking of nossible answers is a serial process. 

Donendinq on the information turned un by the narallel search and 

the constraints of syntax and context, people annlv a varietv of 

different snecific decision rules in order to decide how to 

answer a question or how to interr-et a sentence. 

4, Department of Defense Implications 

Military operations in the future will utilize computer-based, 

question-answerinq svstems that can store and retrieve factual 

iv 
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information and that can interact with users in English.  Knowl- 

edge aained from these experiments is being used in a computer 

project aimed toward developing such systems. 

5.  Reports Annotated Within 

Collins, A. M. and Quillian, M. R.  Facilitating retrieval 

from semantic memory:  The effect of repeating part of an infer- 

ence.  Attention and Performance III (ed. by A. F. Sanders), 

Acta Psychologica, 1970, 33, 304-314. 

Collins, A. M. and Quillian, M. R. Does category size 

affect categorization time? Journal of Verbal Learning and 

Verbal Behavior, 1970, 9, 432-438. 

Collins, A. M. and Quillian, M. R.  Tripping down the 

Garden Path. 

Collins, A. M. and Quillian, M. R.  Categories and Gub- 

categories in Semantic Memory. 

Collins, A. M. and Quillian, M. R.  How to make a language 

user.  To be published in Organization and Memory (ed. by 

E. Tulving) New York:  Academic Press, 1972. 
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1,    PRLFACi: 

At its inception in 1966, this contract was devoted solely 

to the one area of second-language learning.  Later amendments 

have added three more tasks:  Models of Man-Computer Inter- 

action; Programming Languages as a Tool for Cognitive Research; 

and Studies of Human Memory and Language Processing.  The present 

contract was scheduled for termination on 31 December 1970, but 

the final reporting date was changed to 30 June 1971, to allow 

completion of data analysis in the various tasks. 

Due to the amount of information to be presented in the 

Final Report, we have bound it in four Sections, one for each 

task.  In addition to a copy of this page, each Section contains 

an appropriate subset of the documentation data required for the 

report;  a contract-information page, a summary sheet for the 

particular task at hand, and a DD form 1473 for document control. 
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2. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PAPERS PRODUCED FOR THIS PROJECT 

Collin«, A. M. and Quilllan. M. R. Padlitatinn retrieval frop 

semantic memory: The effect of reneatinci nart of an 

inference. Attention and Performance III (ed. bv 

A. F. Sanders), Acta Psychologics, 1970, 33, 304- 

314. 

This exnerimcnt tested the hypothesis that neonle 

decide whether a sentence like "A canary can fly" is 

true or false by inference from the two facts that a 

canary is a bird and that birds can fly. This hyoo- 

thesis has an implication for reaction time (RT) in 

deciding about pairs of such sentences oresented in 

succession. Prior exposure to one sentence should 

reduce RT to a second sentence if the same fact is 

involved in confirming both. This nrediction held 

for the eight different conditions in which it was 

tested. 

Collins, A. M. and Quillian, M. R.  Does category sice effect 

categorization time? Journal of Verbal Learning and 

Verbal Bfhavior, 1970, 9, 432-438. 

Two expe iments were run to determine why it takes 

neople longer to categorize object names (e.g., 

collie or tulip) into larger categories (e.g., 

animal) than into smaller categories (e.q., doq). 

It was found that this difference was dre to the 

nestincr of the srwller categories in the larger 

categories, and not to the difference in category 

. 
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■u».    It was «rqued that eatoqontation ttwe for 
*Nea rotponaoa !••§•«  tulio) dopondi on how elosoly 
rolatod In torvt of tmsntie dlatanc« the iivnn 
catoqory  (0.9.* anUMl)   i« to tho eorroct category 
(i**.* plant}. 

Colllna, A. M. and Ouillian« It.  P.    Trtpptng Down tho Garden 
Fath. 

Two axpariiwnts were run to see how people revise a 
siiataken interpretation in part of a sentence.    A 
reaction-tiw task was used ««here fts decided whether 
a strtne of words was a sentence or not.    Aponn tho 
sentences wore sons that were likely to br m^inter- 
preted at first  (i.e.* qarden-nath sentences).    Tho 
results showed that aarden-nath sentences take lonnor 
to intemret than nomal senteces but tltat this effect 
is independent of  the nuaber or  words in the sentences. 
Apoarently«  reprocessinn in the aarden-nath sentence« 
only involved those words that ««ere nisintemreted 
initially. 

Collina, A. M. and Oulllian. M.  p.    Categories and Suhcateeorlos 
in Semntic Me»ory. 

Sub'Jocta cateqorised na*es of aninals and olanta with 
respect to three different cateooriest    "1ntr.1l." 
"bird," and 'mammal.'*     There were  four kindu of lists: 
one kind contained onlv animals that were mammals, a 
second kind both marmal* and non-mammals,  a  third 
kind only birds, and a fourth kind both birds and 
non-birds.    The results  indicated tha% the cateeorv 
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mammal is not intermediate between elephant and animal, 

in the way that bird is intermediate between robin and 

animal, since it takes lonqer to decide that an elephant 

is a mammal than an animal, but less time to decide that 

a robin is a bird than an animal.  The results also 

showed it takes longer to decide about a robin or an 

elephant when there are non-birds or non-mammals in- 

cluded in the list. 

Collins A. M. and Ouillian, M. R.  How to make a language user. 

To be published in Organization and Me-iory (ed. by 

E. Tulving) New York:  Academic Press, 1972. 

This paper provides a top-level description of what 

we think is required to build a computer-based, 

natural-language-procossing system that can compre- 

hend text, store information, and retrieve answers 

to questions in the same way that people perform 

these operations.  This paper summarizes in an 

integrated manner most of the knowledge we have 

accumulated during this project. 

I 
I 
I 
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3.  OVERVIEW 

Computerized question-answerinq systems that converse in 

English will probably be used for storinq and retrievinq military 

information in the not-too-distant future.  In this project, we 

have conducted experiments on how humans perform aspects of these 

tasks in order to aid the development of such computer systems. 

These findings are being utilized in a computer Project that is 

developing a network for storage of factual information and 

routines for conversing with this network in English. 

There are three general advantages for the develonment of 

computerized question-answering systems that derive from these 

psychological experiments:  (a) knowing how people process 

natural-language information provides strategies for computer 

programs to do the same processina (nrogrammers now try to 

analyze their own processing introspectively, which is nuite 

unreliable); (b) accessing information by its "associative" 

semantic structure, as humans do, -will make it unnecessary to 

aniticipate with an indexing scheme how the information will he 

requested in the future; and (c) knowledge of human information 

processing will guide development toward systems that interact 

with man in the most efficient way. 

We will briefly summarize here the important conclusions 

we have reached about human semantic memory that have imnlica- 

tions for building a computer-based, natural-lanquage-nrocessing 

system.  These points are discussed at length in the naper 

"How to make a language user."  The first set will concern what 

is stored in human memory and the second set how that information 

is processed. 
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1 
What is stored: 

1 

(1) Much of what people know (e.g., that Aristotle could 

talk) is never learned or stored per se.     Instead it is in- 

ferred from what is stored; in the example, the inference 

follows from the fact that Aristotle was a man and men talk. 

If one considers all the properties known about people, and 

all the people one knows, then it becomes evident how size- 

able is the economy of storage gained bv not storing each 

property with each person directly.  This kind of economy 

applies everywhere in human memory. 

(2) Most information is not stored in quantified form. 

Thus, a person usually does not store whether all birds 

or most birds can fly or have wings.  If such informa- 

tion is needed, peoole search memory for examples of 

birds that do not fly or do not have wings.  All esti- 

mates of what proportion of things have a given nro- 

perty (what nrooortion of birds can sing) are based on 

a search for positive and negative examples, and an 

evaluation is based on the numbers of each type 

found. 

(3) People store negative facts (e.g., "A nenguin 

can't fly") only when the information contradicts 

something that might be inferred by mistake or some- 

thing that is true for similar concepts.  People do 

not store information like "Ships don't have winos" 

but must infer such contradictions when needed by 

methods described below in the set of memory proces- 

sing. 
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(4) New concepts are set up in memory in cases such as 

"young dog" or "South American countries" whenever in- 

formation is learned that cannot be derived from the 

descriptive label itself (e.g., young dogs are called 

puppies and are frisky; South American countries are 

Spanish speaking, except for Brazil). The phrases 

"brown dog" or "coastal city" are examples of phrases 

that are not concepts. 

(5) Concepts often have more than one superordinate 

directly stored.  Hence Bolivia is both a country 

and a South American country; an eagle is a bird and 

a bird-of-prey.  Even though some superordinates are 

stored directly, others are only reached by going up 

the chain of superordinates.  Hence, an eagle is also 

an animal, a living thing, and an object, hut these 

must be inferred from the knowledge that birds are 

animals, animals are living things, and livino 

things are objects.  As suggested in (1), all the 

properties that hold for any superordinate of a 

concept also hold for the concept itself, unless 

the negation is stored directly with the concept 

as in (3). 

(6) There are other special relations which, like 

superordinate, permit whole classes of inferences to 

be made.  The major examples of these are:  similarity, 

part, proximity, consequence, precedence, parent of. 

For example, to know that Katmandu is part of Nepal 

permits one to infer information about its location, its 

climate, its topography, and its maximum size in area and 

population; that is, assuming one knows such informa- 

tion about Nepal. 
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(7) These special relations form the bases for qrouoing 

or organizing concepts in memory.  Often several of these 

relations apply to the same subject matter so that there 

are overlaying organizations.  For example, in anatomy 

hands and feet are grouped on the bases of similarity 

and neck and shoulders on the bases of proximity.  The 

reason why organization occurs in memory is so that 

inferences can be made; i.e., so that people can use 

their memories in a generative manner. 

How information is processed: 

(8) Both comprehension and retrieval involve a seman- 

tic search in memory for paths or connections between 

concepts.  This search goes out in parallel from all 

the words in the sentence or question spreading out 

from each concept to all directly related concepts. 

When the search originating from one word encounters 

the search from another, a connection or path between 

the two concepts has been found through other concepts. 

When a connection is found, an interrupt occurs, and 

the connection is checked to see if it meets the con- 

straints of syntax and context. 

(9) In language processing, much information is pro- 

cessed tacitly in parallel as described above, but 

never explicitly unless there is something that causes 

an interrupt.  For example, the sentence "The police- 

man held up his hands to stop the cars" does not pro- 

duce explicit processing of the fact that people are 

pushinq the brakes in the cars referred to.  But, if 

told nreviouslv that an earthauake had started the 
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cars rollinq down the hill, readers of the above sentence 

would wonder how the policeman could stop the cars.  In 

other words, what is tacitly processed in one context is 

explicitly processed when there is some anomaly that 

causes an interrupt. 

(10) Many aspects of language processing involve making 

decisions as to whether two concepts are equivalent 

within the constraints of syntax and context.  The ques- 

tion of equivalence arises in dealing with nouns and 

pronouns that refer to earlier words in text, in dealing 

with metaphor, and in dealing with simple questions such 

as "Does a canary quack"? or "Is a stagecoach a vehicle? 

In short, it arises in every aspect of language processing 

(11) There are a number of different decision strategies 

or decision rules that people use to decide whether two 

concepts are equivalent. The decision rules depend both 

on the connections found and the constraints of syntax 

and context.  These rules are cited in the paper "How 

to make a language user."  The decision strategies for 

rejecting equivalence of two concepts depend on finding 

a connection that leads to contradiction of some kind. 

(12) In storing information, the use of language causes 

properties that are common to different examples to be 

stored with higher-level concepts and the distinguishing 

properties of each example to be stored with lower-level 

concepts.  For instance, if a vulture, cardinal, and 

canary are all referred as birds, then the kind of 
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semantic search described will find connections through 

properties they have in common, and those will be stored 

with the concept bird.  If instead they are referred to 

as vultures, cardinals, and canaries, then the semantic 

search will find the distinguishing nroperties and these 

will be stored with concepts like vulture, canary, or 

cardinal. 

While these twelve points only briefly touch on much of 

what we have learned that is relevant to building natural- 

language-processing systems, they do summarize the kinds of 

ideas we plan to imnlement in computer systems in the near 

future. 

10 
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4. REPORTS 

The last two papers annotated above are included in this 

report immediately after this page.  The first three papers were 

included in earlier reports. 

11 
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ABSTRACT 

Subjects categorized names of animals and plants with re- 

spect to three different categories:  "animal," "bird," and 

"mammal." There were four kinds of lists:  one kind contained 

only animals that were mammals, a second kind both mammals and 

non-mammals, a third kind only birds, and a fourth kind both 

birds and non-birds.  In each list there was an animal name that 

was semantically similar to the first animal name in the list and 

one that was unrelated to the first animal name. 

The results indicated that the category mammal is not  in- 

termediate between elephant and animal in the way that bird is 

intermediate between robin and animal, since it takes longer to 

decide that an elephant is a mammal than an animal, but less 

time to decide that a robin is a bird than an animal. The re- 

sults also showed that it takes lonqer to decide about a robin 

or an eleohant when there are non-birds or non-mammals included 

in the list.  Lastly, it was found that semantic similarity had 

quite different effects on decision time depending on whether 

the correct response was "Yes" or "Mo." 

ii 
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INTRODUCTION 

There arc categories or groupings of concents that nre 

learned very early in the semantic development of children, such 

as dogs, birds, animals, cars, boats, and even collies and eaglos. 

On the other hand, there are categories learned lator, such as 

birds-of-prey, canines, mammals, farm animals, vehicles and war- 

ships, which must somehow be added to the semantic structure 

already built.  It is possible to envision at least two rather 

tidy schemes for representing the inclusion rnlationships between 

categories, but we have argued (Collins and Quillian, in press) 

that, because of the differences in the way categories are 

learned, the resulting structure is not at all tidy. Purthcr- 

more, it can be misleading not  to pay attention to the irregular- 

ties of structure in designing experiments on semantic nemorv. 

One scheme for structuring memory, as nronosed by Kmtsch 

(in press) is based on pointers betwesn concents (in this res- 

pect it is like our model).  In hin schome a hioher-orrier 

concept such as animal can be nartitioned in different vnvat 

for example, (1) net V farm animal V wild animal, (?) mamial V 

bird V inset V reptile, etc., (3) human V non-human.  Then 

categories like elephant ninht nan into each of these different 

partitions; that is, an elenhant would havo nointers to wild 

animal, mammal, and non-human,  r.iven such a view, th^ most 

likely assumption about processinn innlios thr following:  to 

decide an elephant is an animal, it is noressary to reach 

animal via the oath throueh wild animal, mammal, or non-human. 

Hence, it should take longer to decide an elenhant is an animal 

than a mammal, unless one makes the rather imnlaunible assumption 

that the paths to animal via wild animal or non-human arc shorter 
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than the path via rnamnal by a factor of two.  The factor of two 

occurs because to reach mammal it is only necessary to travel 

half way along the latter path.  Though Kintsch may not hold to 

it rigidly, this kind of view assumes that categories learned 

later are inserted into the structure in a way that nroserves a 

partial ordering of concepts from lower-order to higher-order 

concepts. 

A comparable, but less stringent, assumption about struc- 

ture is made by representing infusion of concepts in terms of 

Venn diagrams, as Meyer (1970) does.  As illustrated in Figure 1, 

even a simnle two-dimensional Venn diagram provides a fairly 

flexible way to represent inclusion relationships between con- 

cepts.  As in Figure 1, the diagram can be drawn so that sponge 

is closer to plant than elephant is, and man can be shown as 

partly animal and partly not.  Venn diaqrama, which can be ex- 

tended to n-dimensions, also correspond roughly to physiologi- 

cal theories of memory which make reference to fields (Lashley, 

1949), cell assemblies (Ilebb, 1949), or foci (John, 196fi).  But 

even though Venn diagrams can sometimes be helpful in thinkina 

about similarity and superordinate relations between concepts, 

(Insert Figure 1 about here] 

they can also be very misleadinq if we are correct.  This is 

beca.ie the nature of Venn diagrams forces a concept like mam- 

mal to be intermediate between elephant and animal in the same 

way that bird is intermediate between robin and animal.  The 

assumptions involved in using Venn diagrams are not as strinaent 

as in the pointer model, because there is no implication that 

deciding an eleohant is a mammal will take less time than 

. 
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FIG.l   A VENN DIAGRAM REPRESENTATION OF INCLUSION 
AND DISTANCE RELATIONS BETWEEN CONCEPTS 
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deciding it is an animal.  In fact, one plausible processing 

hypothesis, that "yes" reaction time (RT) is inversely related 

to the distance of the concept from the edge of the category 

would predict the opposite result.  That is to say, it might take 

longer to decide an elephant is a mammal than an animal because 

elephant is closer to the edge of the mammal concect than the animal 

concept.  Even though use of Venn diagrams; is non-committal about 

such processing considerations, still if processing leads to dif- 

ferent time order relations as between elephant, mammal, and 

animal on the one hand and robin, bird, and animal on the other, 

then Venn diagrams are seriously misrepresenting the underlving 

structure. 

In contrast to these two views, we (Collins and Quillian, 

in press) have argued that children first learn that a concept 

like elephant is a kind of animal, that a rcbin is a kind of 

bird, and that a bird is a kind of animal. When the concept 

mammal is learned later, there is no change made in the earlier 

structure.  Instead, any facts about mammals, such as the fact 

that a dog is a mammal, are stored in addition.  Hence, there 

will be pointers from only a few animals (e.g., whale, bat, 

kangaroo, dog, maybe elephant) to the concept mammal, and even 

for these cases, the concept mammal is likelv to be a less ac- 

cessible category than the concept animal.  The imnlication of 

our view for this discussion is that it should take longer to 

decide a robin is an animal than a bird, because it is necessary 

to go through bird to get to animal.  In contrast, it should 

take less time to decide an elephant is an animal than a mammal, 

because mammal is at best a secondary sunerordinate categorv for 

elephant.  If this prediction is correct, then there are clear 

dangers in using partial orderings or Venn diagrams to represent 

inclusion relations between concepts. 
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To test these ideas, we used a categorization task where 

reaction time (RT) was measured for Ss to decide whether an in- 

stance such as elephant or robin presented on a display belonqed 

to a prespecified category.  The category remained constant for 

a list of fourteen trials, and there were eight such lists seen 

by each S, two with the category "bird," two with the category 

"mammal," and four with the category "animal."  For eaoh instance 

like elephant, one group of Ss decided whether it was a "mammal" 

and another group whether it was an "animal."  Similarly, for 

robin, one group decided whether it was a "bird" and another 

group whether it was an "animal." 

With this method, there were also two nuestions about pro- 

cessing wo wanted to investigate.  The first auestion arose from 

an earlier study of categorization (Collins and Ouillian, 1970b) 

whore we found people categorize names of dogs (e.g., collie) 

faster than names of birds (c.q., robin) or animals (e.g., 

elephant).  A clue to why dogs were cateaorized faster was sug- 

gested by one S who indicated that she was surprised when she 

encountered lizard in the "animal" list after animals like 

beaver, elephant and goat.  We refer to lizard as a wide   instance 

for the category "animal" because it is outside the range of in- 

stances of animals (roughly mammals) that Ss expect when the 

category is "animal."  The inclusion of wide instances in a list 

probably would slow Ss down at least for the wide instances 

themselves and perhaps also for narrow instances, in this 

case mammals.  In the earlier study, we hvoothesized that dogs 

were categorized faster, because of the lack of wide instances 

for the categorv dog.  In this study, then, we decided to con- 

struct two kinds of animal lists, one kind with only mammals 

(nappow  lists) and another kind with non-mammals as well, such 

; 
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as crocodile, octopus, or frog {wide  lists).  Eauivalont narrow 

and wide lists were constructed for both the "manmal" category 

and the "animal" category. 11  should be noted that a v/ide in- 

stance was a "No" response for the category "mammal" and a "Yes" 

response for the category "animal."  The samn distinction was 

carried over to the lists of birds by adding animals that were 

not birds (mostly mammals) to make wide lists. 

Because we wanted to see whether or not exnosure to a  nar- 

row list slowed down categorization of a wide instance, we 

included a wide instance near the end of each narrow list for 

comparison with wide instances at both the beginnim and end 

of wide lists.  Such a slowdown could occur if the 5, aftor 

seeing only mammals when the category is "animal," restricts 

his effective category to some self-chosen catoaory similar to 

"mammal."  It would be somewhat paradoxical if such a self-chosen 

category similar to "mammal" nroduced faster  RTs for narrow in- 

stances on a narrow "animal" list as opposed to wide "animal" 

lists, whereas the category "mammal" produced nlower  RTs for 

narrow instances on a "mammal" list as onnosed to an enuivalont 

"animal" list. 

The other question about processing we wanted to investigate 

was whether Ss will utilize a decision made earlier during the 

list in deciding about a semanticallv similar instance.  For 

example, suppose crocodile  is one of the first instances in 

either an "animal" or a "mammal" list.  Then several trials later 

alligator occurs.  Our prediction was that the S should be faster 

in deciding about alligator than he would be for an equivalent 

unrelated instance such as octopus or fron.  We exoected such a 

"priming" effect would occur both for cases where the instance 
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(alligator) was in the category ("animal") and where it was not 

("manunal").  A priming effect for alligator could occur either 

because the S can follow the semantic path in memory faster the 

second time (Collins and Quillian, 1970a) or because the prior 

response, "Yes" or "No," would be stored directly with crocodile, 

and the S would merely need to reach crocodile from alligator 

to find the correct response. 

1. 

L 
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METHOD 

The 16 Ss were employees of BBIJ.  All were naive as to the 

nature of the experiment.  The words were displayed one at a time 

on a cathode-ray tube (CRT) attached to a computer.  Vho S sc.t 

about 3 ft away from the screen, and the words varied from 

about 4° to 8° visual angle on the screen.  First, a warning 

dot came on the screen for O.b sec, followed by the category name 

in quotation marks for 2 sec.  Then, there was a O.Li sec paus«-- 

followed by the warning dot for 0.5 sec and the word to be cate- 

gorized for 2 sec.  The word to be categorized, which we call an 

instance, was not   in quotation marks.  The same timing cycle re- 

peated through all the trials.  The G responded by pressing the 

right-hand nicroswitch if the word was in the category, and the 

left-hand microswitch if it was not.  The S^'s response was re- 

corded if it occurred anytime during the two seconds the word was 

on the screen. 

There were three categories used: "animal," "mammal" and 

"bird."  The category remained the same for a list of 14 trials 

in a row.  Within each list, about half the v/ords belonged to the 

category and half did not.  Lach S saw eight such listsi  two 

with the category "mammal," two with the category "bird," and 

four wit., the category "animal."  There were two different kinds 

of lists, which we call wide   lists and narrow   lists.  The IVs 

knew nothing about this distinction.  For the category "mammal," 

the wide list included both mammals, such as beaver, camel, and 

sheep (seven of these narrow instances), and aninals that were not 

mammals, such as spider, alligator, and lobster (three of these 

wide instances).  For the wide instances the correct response was 

"no."  Both kinds of instances included only those aninals that 

the Thorndike-Harnhart beginning Dictionary (1968) defines as 
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animals, and not instances sucli as haddock, which is defined as 

a fish.  The narrow list included only narrow instances (six of 

these), except that one of the last two words was a v/ide instance, 

i.e., an animal that was not a maminal.  This was the same word  as 

the first wide instance (one of the first two words) in the equiv- 

alent wide list.  The "no" responses on both lists that were not 

wide instances were all plants and vegetables. 

For both the wide and narrow "mammal" lists, there was an 

equivalent "animal" list.  As with "mammal" lists, the narrow 

"animal" list included only animals that were mammals, except for 

the wide instance near the end of the list.  The v/ide "animal" 

list included both animals that were mammals (three of these) and 

animals that were not (four of these).  As before, the wide instance 

at the end of the narrow list was the same as the one at the begin- 

ning of the wide list.  When the category was "animal," the v/ide 

instances were "yes" responses.  In order to keep the number of 

"yes" and "no" responses equal in both wide lists, there v/ere four 

mammals in the wide "mammal" list that were not in the equivalent 

wide "animal" list, and the data from these four dummy instances 

were ignored.  Altogether, there were three mammals (narrow in- 

stances) that occurred in both wide and narrow "mammal" lists and 

in the equivalent wide and narrow "animal" lists. . 

When the category was "bird," there was also a distinction 

between wide and narrow lists.  A narrow list included only ani- 

mals that were birds, except for a wide instance at the end of the 

list.  A wide list included both birds and other animals, mostly 

mammals that were wide instances for the "bird" lists.  Just as 

before, there were wide and narrow "animal" lists equivalent to 

the wide and narrow "bird" lists, and there were throe birds that 

occurred in the four equivalent "bird" and "animal" lists.  because 

. 
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there were "animal" lists equivalent to both "manunal" and "bird" 

lists, we will refer to an "animal" list as a mammal "animal" 

list or a bird "animal" list when it is necessary to distinguish 

them. 

In order to counterbalance words in the  lists and have each 

S contribute RTs to all eight conditions (four kinds of lists for 

both birds and mammals), we divided the Ss into four different 

groups which saw the eight conditions in different orders.  This 

involved constructing four different sets of equivalent lists 

with mammals in then and four with birds.  The narrow and wide 

instances seen by each of the four groups, and the order in which 

they appeared are shown in the Appendix,  The plants and vege- 

tables that were used for "no" instances and the dumny ""es" 

instances added in the wide "manr.al" and "bird" lists are onitted 

in the Appendix, but were inserted pseudorandomly in the actual 

lists presented.  The important aspect of t1 "^e different groups 

is that for almo.st every comparison made with the data» the same 

words were used, but they appeared in different conditions for 

different groups of Ss.  For example, crocodile occurred at the 

beginning of a vide "animal" list for one group, at the end of a 

wide "animal" list for a second qroup, and at the end of a narrow 

"animal" list for a third group. 

There was one other variable in the lists.  The word at the 

beginning of each list, as shown in the Apncndi>:, was senanti- 

cally similar to one of the words in the riddle of the list and 

senantically unrelated to another of the words (the control in- 

stance).  For example, if snuid was the first wide instance in ■ 
wide "mammal" or "animal" list, then a similar inr.taru:« in the 

middle of the list might be octopus ami the unrelated instance 

might bo salamander.  For a narrow "mar\mal" list, the first 
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instance might be beaver, the similar instance raccoon. And 

the unrelated instance leopard.  For a narrow "bird" list, the 

first instance might be parakeet, the similar instance canary, 

and the unrelated instance goose.  Here again, the words and 

orders were counterbelanced across groups.  Thus, if octopus 

was the similar instance and salamander the unrelated instance 

for one group, for another group the first word was lizard 

so that salamander was the similar instance and octopus was 

the unrelated instance for this group. 
i 

■ 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In analyzing the results, the means across Ss wore comnuted 

for correct responses only.  We used difference t tests to 

analyze the mean RTs for paired conditions avoraacd across all 

16 Ss.  In the experiment, approximately six percent of all the 

responses were errors or omissions. 

The average RTs for the counterbalanced narr>w instances 

are shown in Figure 2. The abscissa shows the different rcla- 

I        tive positions of the three narrow instances on the list. The 

actual positions on the lists saried from 3 to 4 for lil,   5 to 

10 for N2, and 9-12 for N3. 

Considering only the category distinctions, "bird" vs 

"animal" on the left and "mammal" vs "animal" on the right, 

it is evident that a bird name can be cateqorized as a "bird" 

faster than as an "animal," t{5)"3.32,p'.ns, whereas a mammal 

name can be categorized as an "animal" faster than as a "nammal," 

I        t(5)«3.44,p<.05. The same pattern also holds later in Fiqure 4 

for the data based on bird names and mammal names,  llcnco, the 

prediction that the category "mammal" and the category "bird" 

are related to the category "animal" in different ways was 

confirmed. 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

Considering the distinction between wide and narrow lists 

in Figure 2, there is a sianificant tendency in positions N2 

and N3, for RT to narrow instances to be faster in a narrow list 

than in a wide list, t(7)»7.1,p<.01.  As would bo expected, the 

11 
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difference between wide and narrow lists does not show up in the 

Nl position, because the Ss need to see several instances before 

they build up an expectation of what kind of instances will ap- 

pear.  The difference between narrow and wide lists occurs 

because Ss become faster at categorizing narrow instances as 

they go through a narrow list, but do not become faster on nar- 

row instances as they go through a wide list. 

There is one apparent anomaly in the first position (Nl) 

between the wide and narrow "animal" lists on the left.  This 

large difference occurred because Ss had already seen a bird 

name (e.g., robin) in the narrow "animal" list and had not in 

the wide "animal" list; hence in the former case on our theory, 

Ss had already made the inference once before that a bird is an 

animal, whereas Ss had not in the latter case.  Thus, the dif- 

ference is due to a facilitation effect from a previous inference, 

an effect we have found elsewhere, (Collins and Quillian, 1970a). 

The fact that the same difference did not occur for the two 

"animal" lists on the right is further evidence that there is 

no similar kind of inference involved in deciding an elephant, 

for example, is an animal. 

The average RTs for the "No" instances that were plants 

and vegetables are shown in Table 1. 

Insert Table 1 about here 

The differences between conditions in Figure 2 are not apparent 

in these data.  Hence, the "No" RTs for plants and vegetables 

appear to be largely independent of any manipulations of the 

kinds of animals shown in the lists. 

12 
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TABLE 1 

Mean Reaction Times for "No" Instances (Plants and Vegetables) 

In Different Conditions 

Category 

"Bird"  "Animal"      "Mammal" "Animal" 

Narrow list       832    784           797 808 

Wide list         851    787           845 811 
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In Figure 3, the average RTs for wide instances at the end 

of narrow lists and at different relative positions in wide lists 

are shown.  The actual positions in the lists varied from 1 to 2 

for Wl, 5 to 8 for W2 and 7 to 10 for W3, and 13 to 14 for W4. 

The correct response for a wide instance was "No" when the cate- 

gory was "bird" or "mammal" and "Yes" when the category was 

"animal."  The pattern of results is quite different (though not 

significantly different because of the paucity of data points) 

in the two cases.  In all cases Ss can categorize wide instances 

faster as they go through a wide list.  But RT for a wide in- 

stance at the end of a narrow list seems to depend on whether 

Insert Figure 3 about here 

the correct response is "Yes" or "No." For the "Yes" response» 

a wide instance at the end of a narrow list is categorized about 

as fast as one at the end of a wide list» and much faster than 

a wide instance at the beginning of a wide list.  However, for 

the "No" responses, a wide instance at the end of a narrow list 

is categorized about as fast as a wide instance at the beginning 

of a wide list. 

We certainly did not expect to find a difference between 

"Yes" and "No" responses, and in fact, we suspected that after 

seeing a whole list of narrow instances, the Ss might actually 

be slower in categorizing a wide instance than they are at the 

beginning of a list.  Thus, at least two questions are raised 

by this result:  (1) Why is there a difference between "Yes" 

and "No" responses and (2) For  "Yes" responses, why are Ss 

faster in categorizing a wide instance at the end of a list 

of narrow instances than they would have been at the beginning 

13 
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of the list? With respect to this latter question, there was no 

tendency to categorize narrow instances faster toward the end 

of a wide list (as is evident from Figure 2), even though a wide 

list contained several narrow instances.  So rephrasing the ? 

second question, why was there improvement in this condition 

when Ss had no previous exposure to instances of the same type 

in the list, whereas there was no improvement in a condition 

where Ss did have previous exposure to instances of the same 

type in the list? 

To provide a plausible answer to these two questions, we 

have to fall back on aspects of the task that confronted the Ss. 

Thus, our explanation is ad hoc  and task dependent, and we offer 

it only to show that these results are not incompatible with our 

general theoretical framework. We think that the difference 

between the "Yes" and the "No" responses to wide instances at 

the end of the narrow lists has to do with the Ss forming a 

subjective category for the "No" responses that were plants and 

vegetables.  By the end of a narrow list, and probably in the 

experiment as a whole, the Ss would learn to respond "No" when- 

ever they see a a plant or vegetable name.  In addition to a 

subjective "No" category for plants and vegetables, the Ss would 

also form a subjective "Yes" category in a narrow list roughly 

equivalent to either mammals or birds depending on the kind of 

list.  Hence, in narrow lists, there would likely be two sub- 

jective categories apart from the given category. 

Sunpose the given category is "animal" and the S has seen 

a narrov: list with only mammals, and plants and vegetables. When 

spider appears at the end of such a list, it does not fit within 

the subjective category, but a spider is an "animal" and so it 

can be categorized rather quickly into the category "animal." 

14 
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The category "animal" will be more available at the end of a 

narrow list than at the beginning of a wide list, because the 

S has seen the category name 13 or 14 times in a row at the end 

of the list, whereas he has seen it only once or twice at the 

beginning of a list.  Suppose on the other hand that the given 

category is "mammal," and again the S has seen a narrow list 

with only mammals, and plants and vegetables.  When spider ap- 

pears at the end of this list, it fits neither the two subjective 

categories, nor the given category "mammal." Because the sub- 

jective "No" category is the only "No" category, the S has 

available, he may be slowed down in double checking any inference 

with respect to the given category that leads to a "No" response. 

If the S is double checking inferences in this case, then the 

question again arises as to why he is not slower at the end of 

a narrow list than at the beginning of a wide list? Our answer 

is the same as for the "Yes" responses. At the end of a list 

he has worked with the categorv name "mammal" 13 or 14 times, and 

he can make any decision with respect to that category name 

faster at the end of a list than at the beginning, so that any 

double checking is a second factor that offsets the decrease in 

RT from working with the same category 13 or 14 times.  The same 

logic applies among the bird lists used. 

The final question then is why there is no decrease in RT 

for narrow instances in a wide list, if he becomes faster in 

working with the same category 13 or 14 times? First, notice in 

Figure 2 that Ss did become faster on bird names (narrow in- 

stances) in the wide list when the category is "animal"? The 

probable reason is that Ss adopted two subjective categories in 

the wide list, bird and animal, rather than making the inference 

each time that a bird is an animal.  As a general strategy then. 

15 
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Insert Figure 4 about here 

responses, though the difference is not significant because of 

the poverty of data points.  But for the "Yes" responses, the 

difference is in the opposite direction, not significantly by a 

Ss may have been adopting multiple categories to deal with wide 

lists.  This can account for the very sharp decreases in RT for 

wide instances in a wide list.  But what happens to narrow in- 

stances if the S adpots multiple categories? 

If other categories are added, the increased number of 

categories may act to slow down RT to any one category, in 

particular the given category which applies to the narrow in- 

stances.  In some sense, an increase in RT as the number of 

categories increased might parallel the increase, Sternberg 

(1966) or Nickerson (1966) find in memory search ta^ks with an 

increase in the number of targets.  Such an increase in RT has 

recently been found by Juola and Atkinson (in press) who varied 

the number of target categories from one to four.  The point 

here is that the increase in number of subjective categories 

for wide lists may act to offset the practice effect that can 

be seen in Figure 2 for narrow instances in a narrow list. 

The other processing question we investigated in this ex- 

periment was the effect of semantically similar instances on the 

RT of instances seen later in the list,  "'he average RTs for in- 

stances unrelated to any earlier instance  and for instances 

similar to an earlier instance are shown in Figure 4.  Our 

prediction was that the similar instances would be facilitated 

by the earlier instance.  This appears to be true for the "No" 

16 
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t test, t(5)-2.76, but significantly by a siqn test since all 

six signs are in the same direction, p<.05.  Hence, priming does 

affect RT, but not simply as facilitation which we had exnectcd. 

The explanation for the difference between "Yes" and "No" re- 

sponses, we think, lies in the amount of semantic f. recessing neces- 

sary to make a "Yes" response as opposed to a "No" response.  Con- 

sider the example of a list with crocodile at the beginning where 

the similar instance is alligator and the unrelated instance is 

spider.  If the category is "animal," it would only be necessary to 

find the superordinate or superset connection stored with alligator 

or spider to decide that either is an animal.  This is why the RTs 

for unrelated "Yes" instances are relatively short.  If the 5 has 

seen crocodile previously, however, lie is likely to find the connec- 

tion to crocodile which he has seen earlier before he finds the con- 

nection to animal.  If h« domä    o,  he then must spend time recalling 

whether he responded "Yes" or "No" to crocodile. Alternatively, 

he may retravel the oath which allowed him to respond "Yes" to 

crocodile, only this time more quickly.  In either case, he will 

spend more time getting to crocodile and from there to a "Yes" 

response then he would have spent retrieving the fact that an 

alligator is an animal directly, and decidino "Yes" on that 

basis.  If crocodile had been the previous instance in the list, 

it might have been faster to go through crocodile, but there 

were six to eight intervening instances in this task. 

On the other hand, when the category was "mammal" it took a 

long time on the average to decide an alligator or a spider was 

not a mammal.  This is because such "No" decisions involve a 

chain of inference, which we have discussed elsewhere (Collins 

and Quillian, in press).  In this case, if alligator gets the 

17 
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S back to crocodile, there is much more time to be saved either 

by retrieving the earlier response to crocodile directly or by 

retravelling the inferential chain faster a second time.  This 

is why Ss were faster for the "No" responses when the instance 

was similar to an earlier instance. 

. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The experiment investigated three questions abo^t categories 

and subcategories in semantic memory.  One was a question about 

structure, and two were about processing.  With reqard to the 

question about structure, the experiment rather clearly showed 

that mammal is not intermediate between elephant and animal in 

the way that bird is intermediate between robin and nnimal.  We 

think there are many other categories like mammal, such as 

vehicle, bird-of-prey, canine, warship and farm animal that are 

learned after the structure between categories such as dogs, 

birds, elephants, animals, cars and boats is already formed.  In 

our view these categories are not integrated into the existinq 

structure in a way that preserves a partial ordering among con- 

cepts or in a way that can be represented in terms of Venn 

diagrams.  Hence, discussion of inclusion relationshins between 

concepts in either of these ways can be quite misleading. 

The second question we investigated was the effect on cate- 

gorization time of including different types of instances in a 

list of instances which were all to be categorized with resnect 

to the same prespecified category.  It was found that RT for the 

most common kinds of instances in the category was affected bv 

whether or not there were instances of other tvpes in the list. 

We interpreted this to mean that the Ss adopted multiple sub- 

jective categories for the different types of instances in the 

lists.  We assumed that this slowed Ss down because it takes 

longer to decide about any particular instance when there are 

more categories to consider. As evidence of this fact, Juola 

and Atkinson (1971) have recently shown that there is a nonotonic 

increase in RT as the number of categories is increased. 

19 
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This then is why we think Ss have faster categorization times in 

semantically homogeneous lists. 

The other processing question was:  What is the effect of 

semantic similarity between different instances in the list? 

Here we found a facilitatina effect on RT for similar instances 

that were "No" responses, and a slight negative effect for 

similar instances that were "Yes" responses.  We interoreted 

this result to mean that similarity speeded up decisions that 

required substantial semantic processing, and that it slowed 

down decisions that were rather straightforward.  But the 

particular finding we think depended on the number of inter- 

vening trials.  Presumably, similarity would speed up straight- 

forward decisions, if there were no intervening trials, and it 

might slow down more difficult decisions if there were many 

intervening trials.  In other words, the effect of similarity 

depends on how well a person remembers what he decided about 

the previous similar instance. 

■ 
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APPENDIX 

Lists seen by four groups of Ss exclusive of "No" instances 

that were plants and vegetables and dummy narrow instances:1 

Group 1: 

List 1, "animal" (narrow, mammal) 

N beaver, Nl antelope, NS raccoon, NU leopard, N2 cow, N3 camel, 
W4 crocodile 

List 2, "bird" (narrow) 

N hawk, Nl nightingale, NS crow, N2 pheasant, NU wren, N3 jv/an, 
W4 gorilla 

List 3, "animal" (wide, bird) 

Wl rac, Nl flamingo, W2U whale, W3S mouse, N2 dove, N3 eagle, 
W4 dog 

List 4, "mammal" (narrow) 

N donkey, Nl walrus,^N2 elephant, N4 deer, NS pony, N3 squirrel, 
W4 octopus 

List 5, "animal" (wide, mammal) 

Wl spider, Nl rabbit, W2S insect, N2 hyena, W3U alligator, 
N3 sheep, W4 frog 

List 6, "bird" (wide) 

Wl woodchuck, Nl heron, N2 bobolink, W2S weasel, W3U monkey, 
N3 pigeon, N chickadee 

'Category names are in quotation marks. The kind of list, which 
was unknown to the Ss, is shown in parentheses.  N and W indi- 
cate narrow and wide instances respectively,  u and S indicate 
unrelated and similar instances with respect to the first in- 
stance in the list.  The numbers (e.g., Nl or W2) refer to 
numbers in Figures 2 and 3. 
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List 7, "animal" (narrow, bird) 

N duck, Nl condor, NU canary, N2 peacock, VZ  goose, N3 robin, 
W4 porpoise 

List 8, "mammal" (wide) 

Wl   salamander,   Nl goat,   W2U squid,   N2  rhinoceros,  W3S  lizard, 
N3 muskrat,   N zebra 

Group  2: 
List 1,   "animal"   (wide,   mammal) 
Wl crocodile,   Nl antelope,  W2S alligator,  W3U insect,   N2  cow, 
N3 camel,  W4   lobster 

List 2, "bird" (wide) 

Wl gorilla, Nl nightingale, W2S monkey, N2 pheasant, W3U weasel, 
N3 swan, N chickadee 

List 5, "animal" (narrow, mammal) 

List 6, "bird" (narrow) 

N sparrow, Nl heron, N2 bobolink, NS wren, NU crow, N3 pigeon 
W4 woodchuck 

List 7, "animal" (wide, bird) 

Wl porpoise, Nl condor, W2U mouse, N2 peacock, W3S whale, 
N3 robin, W4 wolf 

24 
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List 3, "animal: (narrow, bird) 

N parakeet. Ml flamingo, NU goose, NS canary, N2 dove, N3 eagle, 
W4 rat 

List 4, "mammal" (wide) 

Wl octopus, Nl walrus, N2 elephant, W2U lizard, W3S squid, 
N3 squirrel, N zebra 

[ 
N tiger, Nl rabbit, NS leopard, N2 hyena, NU raccoon, N3 sheep 
W4 spider 

. 
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List 8, "mammal" (narrow) 

N moose, Nl goat, NU pony, N2 rhcnoceros, NS deer, N4 muskret, 
W4 salamander 

Group 3: 

List 1, "mammal" (narrow) 

N beaver, Nl antelope, NS raccoon, NU leopard, N2 cow, N3 camel, 
W4 squid 

List 2, "animal" (narrow, bird) 

N hawk, Nl nightingale, NS crow, N2 pheasant, NU wren, N3 swan, 
W4 dog 

List 3, "bird" (wide) 

Wl monkey, Nl flamingo, W2U woodchuck, W3S gorilla, N2 dove, 
N3 eagle, N chickadee 

List 4, "animal" (narrow, animal) 

N donkey, Nl walrus, N2 elephant, NU deer, NS pony, N3 squirrel, 
W4 lobster 

List 5,"mammal" wide 

Wl lizard, Nl rabbit, W2S salamander, N2 hyena, W3U octoous, 
N3 sheep, N zebra 

List 6, "animal" (wide, bird) 

Wl wolf, Nl heron, M2 bobolink, W2S fox, W3U cat, N3 oigeon, 
W4 porpoise 

List 7, "bird" (narrow) 

N duck, Nl condor, NU canary, N2 neacock, r?S aoose, 
N3 robin, W4 weasel 

List 8, "animal" (wide, mammal) 

Wl frog, Nl goat, W2U clam, N2 rhinoceros, W3S toad, N3 muskrat, 
W4 spider 
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Group 4: 

List 1, "mammal: (wide) 

Wl squid, Nl antelope, W2S octopus, W3U salamander, N2 cow, 
N3 camel, N zebra 

List 2, "animal" (wide, bird) 

Wl dog, Nl nightingale, W2S cat, N2 pheasant, W3U fox, N3 swan, 
W4 rat 

List 3, "bird" (narrow) 

N parakeet, Nl flamingo, NU goose, NS canary, N2 dove, N3 eagle, 
W4 monkey 

List 4, "animal" (wide, mammal) 

Wl lobster, Nl walrus, N2 elephant, W2U toad, W3S clam, 
N3 squirrel, W4 crocodile 

List 5, "mammal" (narrow) 

N tiger, Nl ratoit, NS leopard, N2 hyena, NU raccoon, N3 sheep, 
W4 lizard 

List 6, "animal" (narrow, bird) 

N sparrow, Nl heron, N2 bobolink, 1S wren, NU crow, N3 pigeon, 
W4 wolf 

List 7, "bird" (wide) 

Wl weasel, Nl condor, W2U gorilla, N2 peacock, W3S woodchuck, 
N3 robin, N chickadee 

List 8, "animal" (narrow, mammal) 

N moose, Nl goat, NU pony, N2 rhinoceros, NS deer, N3 muskrat 
W4 frog 
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SUMMARY 

The first section of the paper considers the philosophical 

and methodological implications of viewing psychology from the 

point of view of building computer systems that simulate human 

language processing.  The second section discusses the structure 

of semantic memory; in particular, the nature of concepts and 

their relation to words and images, the kind of semantic inform- 

ation people learn and do not learn, and the kind of inference 

bearing relations that form the basis for the organisation of 

semantic memory.  The third section deals with the processing of 

information in semantic memory.  Here we discuss the semantic 

search during comprehension and retrieval, the tacit processing 

this search implies, the pervasiveness of identifying similar 

concepts with each other in language processing, the decision 

rules that are applied to the results of a semantic search in 

order to decide whether two similar concepts can be identified, 

the role of imagery in language processing, and the way people 

induce what properties to store with what concepts.  Our ideas 

are presented as a loosely constructed theory of how people 

function as language users and how computers v/ill have to func- 

tion to become language users. 
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1.  THE PSYCHOLOGY OF COMPUTERS 

1.1  Introducti on 

When computers first set out to humble man, they thought it 

would be qood fun to read, and talk, and answer questions.  Well, 

by now, they have gotten over their cockiness about reading and 

the like, though in consequence, man has not gotten over his. 

Their failure ras not for any lack of cleverness though.  Their 

basic mistake probably was in thinking they could skin over 

evolution; that their adeptness at artificial intolligonco would 

lot them fake their way past us in natural intelliqenco.  Now, 

with humility written all over their inscrutable faces, comnutors 

are trying to revive their egos by imitating man. 

One of the things computers missed out on in evolution is 

how to deal with similarity.  They just never developed very 

good strategies for generalizinq what they know about one situa- 

tion to similar situations.  Somehow, the simnlcst of organisms 

can do this, but computers do it onlv in ad   '•:■■(•  ways when they 

do it at all.  Even the language ability that evolution worked 

so hard to produce appears to rely on this phylogenetically 

primativf; ability.  Having missed out on evolution, the problem 

as convnuters see it is to take apart a language user without 

losing any pieces, to see if they can sort out how everythinq 

fits together.  If they can do that, then they can nretend to 

read a'^; talk just like people.  Although their approach is 

dissemblina, still what is studied and artifical at first 

gradually becomes second nature. 

\\ 
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1 .1     The Methodology of Computers 

When looked at from the point of view of computers instead 

of people, the problems of psychology appear quite different. 

Their interest in psychology stems from their desire to copy the 

way people think.  They analyze people in terms of the way they 

themselves, at present, work; that is in terms of strategies, 

routines and subroutines, pointers, lists, etc.  In those terms, 

they feel tiey can imitate any kind of process from a chemical 

reaction to a confrontation between ego and id.  It is not so 

important to them whether this is the best way to try to describe 

how different processes work, because it is the only kind of des- 

cription that is of use to them.2  Put in philosoDhical terms, 

their aporoach is one of nominalism rather than realism. 

In general, computers are more interested in the simnle, 

straight-forward human abilities rather than in exotic nheno- 

mena like perceptual illusions and learning nonsense syllables. 

This is because computers are, to a man, practical types. They 

want to walk before they try to run. So they focus on the com- 

mon stuff of human existence like identifying what a figure is, 

comprehending what a sentence means, answering simple questions. 

Computers also are not too fussy as to how they get their 

information about people.  They figure, if it- works even parti- 

ally, it is good enough for the present; and they can always 

improve it later.  Not only are they unscrupulous about their 

method, they willy-nilly make all sorts of arbitrary decisions 

about how different aspects of human processing might work. 

These assumptions are forced on them by the fact that for them 

everything must be spelled out in exquisite detail, or they 

■..■. 
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cannot function at all.  It is no good for them to try to under- 

stand human language comprehension or quostion-ansv,'ering, for 

example, without making any assumptions about the structure of 

semantic: memory, as psychologists try to do (Meyer, 1970; Schaeffor 

and Wallace, 1970).  In order to store any information in their 

data bases at all, they have to make many arbitrary decisions about 

how different pieces of information are represented and interrelated 

The best they can hope for is to make all these assumptions as 

realistically as possible.  Thus, they are perfectly willing to 

assume a complicated structure rather than a more parsimonious 

structure (Bobrow, Praser and Quillian, 1967), if they think the 

more complicated structure will extend their ability to converse 

with people.  They simply do not see as much virtue in parsimony 

as mathematicans or psychologists do. 

For computers, the question of whether a theorv is correct 

is answered in an entirely different way than for nsychologists. 

Psychologists call this the question of validation.  Elsewhere 

in this volume. Postman (1972) quite rightly asks how "rational 

reconstructions of the mechanisms of memory" can bo validated. 

Computers, who like to indulge in just such rational reconstruc- 

tions, do not feel it is important that their theories predict 

experimental results for psychologists.  What they regard as 

the true test of a theory is how well it allows them to talk to 

people in people's own terms.  For the time being, it is no 

more difficult to tell how well a computer is doing at loarninq 

language than it is to tell how well a child of two  or three is 

doing. 

A case can be made that most computers aren't really in- 

terested in the way people work, but are just taking any ideas 

W-:;,: ^■-rv-r,^^^,!^„___  



they get from watching people and twisting these ideas to their 

own ends.  On this view, there can be two kinds of computers: 

those that are interested in copying neople for its own sake, 

and those that are interested in copying people only so far as 

is necessary to talk to people.  While computers do have such 

differing attitudes about learning natural language, even those 

with the latter attitude will have to copy neople quite care- 

fully and extensively.  Language evolved to suit the human brain 

and anything loss than a thorough imitation will surely fail. 

Hence, comnutors must correctly interpret the way neople work, 

or it should be readily apparent that they have not. 

1.3 How to Interpret this Paper 

There are many things computers would do if they could deal 

with language in a human way.  Two of the things we have tried 

to hcln them with are comnrehending English as embodied in the 

Teachable Language Comnrehender (Quillian, 1969) and tutoring 

students about geography as embodied in SCHOLAR (Carbonell, 1970] 

In this paper, we will try to describe what we have learned from 

working with them on these problems.  Some of our knowledge has 

been acquired from exnerimonting with people, some from asking 

people what they thought about in answerinq questions, and some 

from merely trying to reach some mutually satisfactory resolu- 

tion to the nroblems facing our computer friends.  Frankly, they 

are more fastidious about details than we would like, and we 

will not burden the reader with these details; hut, in general, 

it is probably good that thev are so demanding. 

This paper is meant to describe hov; some of the major 

pieces of a language user fit together.  The description is wide 

ranging, but still many pieces are left out.  The framework 
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provided describes the human language user as viewed from the 

perspective of a computer.  Hence, the way both people work and 

computers work are inextricably tied together in the theory.  In 

just the same manner, the way both people v/ork and mathematics 

work are intertwined in mathematical models of psychological 

processes.  Sometimes it is clear what is done to please the 

computer or the mathematics, but usually it is not. 

The paper is broken into tv/o major sections, one about the 

structure of semantic memory and one about processing on that 

structure.  With regard to the structure of memory, we discuss 

the nature of concepts and their relation to words and images, 

the kind of semantic information people learn and do not learn, 

and the kinds of inference-bearing relations that form the basis 

for the organization of semantic memory. With regard to proces- 

sing, we discuss the semantic search during comprehension and 

retrieval, the tacit processing which this search implies, the 

pervasiveness of identifying similar concepts with each other 

in language processing, the decision rules that are applied to 

the results of a semantic search in order to decide whether two 

similar concepts can be identified, the role imagery plays in 

language processing, and the way people induce what properties 

to store with what concepts.  Our ideas are presented as a 

loosely-constructed theory of how people function as language 

users and how computers will have to function to become language 

users. 
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2.  NOTIONS ABOUT MEMORY STRUCTURE 

Computers suffer no qualms in thinking about ideas.  Thoy 

arc, after all, in the business of making mechanical what smacks 

of vitalism to most scientists.  Finding a way to represent ideas 

and concepts in their own terms is one of their first concerns. 

Their interest stems, of course, from their desire to copy us. 

2.1  Memory Format 

There are many different ways semantic information might be 

represented in a computer.  What is done usually is to store in- 

formation in lists of properties or features about a concept 

e.g., father might be represented as male, adult, married or 

widowed, with children.  This list can be thought of as the con- 

cept "father" to which words or printnames, such as "father" or 

"pere" may be attached. 

. 

Instead of being lists of words, the lists can be made un 

of pointers to other lists, those that correspond to each of 

the words.  That is to say, concepts can point to other concepts 

rather than the names of other concepts.  Thus, a concept would 

be a set of interrelationships between other concepts.  There 

is no reason why lists have to have words or printnames at- 

tached, so there can be concept lists without printnames.  What 

such a memory looks like from outside is a whole set of inter- 

related lists, with pointers to words found on many of the 

lists.  For words with two different meanings, there can be 

two different lists, both attached to the same word.  Where 

another concept list refers to one of those meanings, it will 

point to one list and not the other.  An interesting aspect of 

such a netv/ork is that within the system there are no primitive 
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or undefined terms in the mathematical sense, everything is de- 

fined in terms of everything else so the usual logical structure 

of mathematical systems does not hold.  In this resnect, it is 

like a dictionary. 

An important aspect of property lists is that a oronerty can 

be expanded to as much detail as is desired.  This is done by 

embedding.  For examnle, a father can have children, or two child- 

ren, or two children both male, and so on to as much detail as 

is appropriate.  Embedding makes it possible to describe in a 

property anything that can be exnressed in English.  Pronerty 

lists then are indefinitely expandable.  For these reasons 

Quillian (196?, 19G9) has used property lists rather than feature 

lists; but for psychology, the distinction is not too important, 

since in many respects, these two forms of representation are 

equivalent.  Wo will talk about properties from here out, but 

they can be interpreted as features if that is more agreeable to 

the reader. 

n 

2.2 The Nature of Concepts 

Concepts are represented by lists in computers because pre- 

sent-day computers are serial processors.  If parallel machines 

were built, then, the necessity for ordering properties in a 

list would disappear.  In fact, human concents are probably more 

like hooks or nodes in a network from which many different pro- 

nerites hang.  The properties hanging from a node are not likely 

to be all equally accessible; some properties are more important 

than others and so may be reached more easily or quickly.  In 

such a representation goina from one concept to another does not 

involve scanning a list, but rather activating a path via some 

property from one to the other. 
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Considering both accessibility and number of nodos in a 

path, it is possible to define in explicit terms the notion of 

semantic distance between concepts.  If numbers are assigned to 

accessibilities such that lower numbers reflect more accessible 

properties, then semantic distance is the sum of these numbers 

along the path between the concepts.  The greater the sum, the 

greater the distance.  Under this definition, it is possible for 

one concept to be closer to a given node than another, even 

though the first is two steps removed and the second is one 

step removed.  This happens when the sum of the two accessi- 

bilities for the first is less than the accessibility of the 

second.  It is important to keep in mind that semantic distance 

between concepts is not simply proportional to the number of 

nodes along the path betv/een the concepts. : 

So far, this just describes an association netv/ork of con- 

cepts, which we think is a thoroughly plausible way to start 

building a computer memory to mimic human memory,  niuliano 

(1963) has indicated how such an association network could bo 

represented in an analog computer.  The trouble with a simple 

association network is that it does not specify the relation of 

properties to concepts.  Worms are related to birds because 

birds eat them (though they are undoubtedly related in other 

ways too) and to dogs because worms live in a dog's coat of 

hair.  The particular relation is as important to the property 

as the concepts that are related.  Any memory structure that 

sloughs over these differences could never deal very intelli- 

gently with human language. 

■ 

: 

The relations between concepts are as varied as concepts 

themselves, indeed relations are concepts and can be handled in 

. 
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many of the same ways as concepts that correspond to nouns or 

adjectives.  Even adjective concepts such as red or square dif- 

fer in their rrlation to different concepts they modify.  For 

example, green is related to grass in a different way than vollow 

is to canary, since the green penetrates the grass and the yellow 

is only superficial to the canary.  Both relations are different 

from the relation of blue to sky, since the blue is only in the 

atmosphere of earth during the day. These examnles illustrate 

that relations can be quite complex, even though the question 

of "What color is grass"? can be answered without getting into 

these complexities. Any representation of relations in a com- 

puter must permit them to be as detailed as necessarv; in othor 

words, the description of a relation must be ombeddable.3 

There is no reason why a semantic memory should consist 

only of a network of descriptive properties. Concepts are 

built up out of sensori-motor experience as well as lanauaqe use 

and there is every evidence that people utilize imagery exten- 

sively.  (See, for example, Paivio, 1969; Bower, in nress; Beqg 

and Paivio, 1970).  In computers, the work of Gelernter (1963) 

and Baylor (1971) suggests that it would be helpful to project 

concepts on a display screen where they can be manipulated as 

geometric forms rather than property lists.  This could be done 

within a semantic memory by an image generation routine which 

uses descriptive properties as stored variables for constructing 

a visual image.  For a concept like canary, the color attribute 

would produce a light yellow color in the image, whereas for 

bird, the lack of a specific color value would oroduce a color- 

- 
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vague image like those shown in a dictionary.  These same descrip- 

tive properties of a concept can also be treated as feature tests in 

the recognition of the concept.  Hence one test for a canary is the 

specific yellow color stored in memory.  If this view is correct, 

then the current debate as to whether meaning (or semantic memory) 

is composed of imagery or something else such as deep structure 

(Begg and Paivio, 1970; Chase and Clark, in press; Simon, in press) 

will end in a draw. 

On this theory, people must have several different concepts 

that have the name yellow. These concepts can also have more 

complicated names such as canary yellow, or lemon yellow, or mus- 

tard yellow.  There must also be concepts of sounds like the sound 

a rooster makes.  The name for this concept is "cock-a-doodle-do," 

but that is different from the image of the rooster's crowing. A 

person can probably answer the question "Does a rooster say cock- 

a-doodle-do?" without imaging the concept of a rooster crowing, 

just by referring to the name of the concept.  To confuse things 

more, there must also be a concept of the name "cock-a-doodle-do" 

distinct from the concept of the sound a rooster makes.  The image 

of this name concept, which sounds like the words "cock-a-doodle- 

do," is what sounds different from the image of the actual rooster 

crowing.  The point here is that we regard names as concepts, just 

like any other properties are concepts in their own right.  The 

relation of a word to a concept is the "name" relationship. We 

would also argue that connotative or emotional properties of con- 

cepts, like visual and auditory properties, are tied to affective 

sensory systems in the same complicated way. 

Within this framework it would even be possible to image 

concepts that involve a time-lapse sequence such as a swinging door 

10 
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or a race. The concept of a door swinging back and forth would 

be projected by the image-generation routine as the image of a 

door moving through a decreasing oscillation. The idea of a 

generation-routine can also be extended into the motor domain. 

For the concept of addition, the method of counting up the total 

can be projected onto fingers or matchsticks or whatever else 

comes to mind.  In sum, we would argue that semantic memory re- 

fers to a mix of concepts and realizations of those concepts by 

sensori-motor generation routines. 

2.3 Concepts Are Not Quite Word-Concepts 

We mentioned earlier that concepts need not have names, and 

that the same name can be applied to more than one concept. This 

means that there is no one-to-one or many-to-one correspondence 

between words and concepts. Of course, there are many cases 

though where concepts can be identified with particular words. 

Hence, it is often expedient to pretend that a word refers to a 

particular concept, and proceed to talk about the concept "father," 

for example, as opposed to the word "father," 

There is another important case where a point-to-point corres- 

pondence between words and concepts breaks down. Often the same 

concept has more than one name. This is the case with synonyms. 

An even more common occurrence is when the two names are not 

synonyms but map onto the concept in different ways.  For example, 

the words "buy" and "sell," to use Simmons' (1966) example, can 

be handled most easily if they refer to the same concept.4*  The 

11 
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conceptual identity of "buying" and "sellinq" can he seen in the I 

following sentences:  "He sold the girl two chairs.  One of the 

chairs she bought was broken."  The manping of the two words onto 

the major elements of the concept is very different, however. 

The concept consists of at least four major elements or proner- 

ties:  the vendor, vendee, the goods given, and the remuneration 

received.  "Buy" takes the vendee as agent and the vendor as 

the object of the nrcoosition "from."  "Sell" takes the vendor as 

agent and the vendee as indirect object.  The goods and the re- 

muneration are treated the same by both verbs.  Sorting out which 

element in memory goes with which word in a sentence is handled 

most easily in translating from word to concent or from concept 
to word.  In this case, the "name" relationship must be quite 

complicated, as specified by embedded su'orelations. 

Noun and verb forms of the same word also must refer to 

the same concept (e.g., "They walked along the coast.  The walk 

took over an hour."), and should bo treated similarly.  Such 

cases abound in English, and it makes semantic processino dif- 

ficult if the different words do not refer to the same concept. 

In the two sentences about walking, use of the article "the" 

implies that "the walk" was referred to earlier, and the earlier 

reference cannot be determined without a conjunction of noun and 

verb at the conceptual level.  Recent work of Rubenstein, 1  :.s, 

and Rubenstein (19 71) supports the notion of the conceptual id- 

entity of noun and verb forms. 

1.4 The Semantic Content of Concepts 

Not only are concepts not words, they are not definitions 

of words.  Definitions in dictionaries toll only the most 

I 
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important properties about a word, or the concept it refers to. 

Human concepts are much more encyclopedic. As a first approxi- 

mation, it makes sense to assume that the content of a concept 

is everything that has been heard or read or soon about that 

concept. 

A few examples can illustrate what we think a person 

is likely to learn at some time»and other thinqs ho is not likely 

to learn.  These are shown in Table 1,  Without qoinq into do- 
tailed justification at this point, a few commoncs might be helpful. 

Example   I.     Much of what people know (o.q., that Aristotle could 
see)  is never learned directly.  If one considers all the 

properties one knows about people, and all the people one 

knows, then it becomes evident how economical it is not to 

store each of the properties with each of the people. 

Example  P..     A person sometimes learns a neoativo fact when it 

contradicts somethinq that miqht be inferred hv mis- 

take or that is true for a similar concent.  Mut 

most negative facts are never learned. 

Example  6.    Most information is not learned in nuantified form. 

Thus, a person usually never learns whether all birds 

or most birds can fly or have winqs (though a r>orson 

might learn that not all birds can flv). The excen- 

tions are usually learned as special cases. 

Example  4.     This is a variation on examnle 3. That roses are 

yellow might be learned from a sonq or from sooinq 

one. Assuming that a nerson alreadv knows roses are 
red, the relation ot the two facts may be noticed 

13 
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TABLE 1 

EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION PEOPLE LEARN AND DO NOT LEARN 

Information a person may 

learn at some time 

1.  People can see 

Aristotle was a man 

Information a person is not 

likely to learn 

Aristotle could see 

2. A vest doesn't have sleeves   A vest doesn't have a brim 

3. Birds can fly 

Birds have wings 

Penguins can't fly 

4. Roses are red 

Roses are yellow 

Not all roses are red 

All birds can fly 

Most birds can fly 

All birds have wings 

Most birds have wings 

Not all roses are yellow 

5.  Unmarried men are also 

called bachelors 

Young dogs are also 

called puppies 

A car is also called an 

automobile 

6. Sheep are herded in flocks 

Sheep are kept on farms 

7. A toad is like a frog 

A wolf is like a dog, but 

is wild 

A dog is a canine 

A toad is an amphibian 

A wolf is a canine 

■• 
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and stored, or it may not be. It may even be learned 

direqtly sometime that not all roses are red, because 

of the direct nature of the contradiction. 

Example  5.  What are called logical truths are usuallv cases 

where the same concept is referred to by different 

labels.  Sometimes, one of the labels is a descrip- 

tive phrase as with "younq doq."  "Middlo-aqcd doq" 

is probably not a separate concept, even thouqh 

"younq doq" appears to be.  This raises the aues- 

tion of when in the course of learninq, "younn 

doq" becomes a separate concent.  The solution we 

propose is to set un a new concept whenever infor- 

mation is to bo stored that cannot be derived from 

the descriptive label (e.q., "ycuno doqs are frisky" 

or "younq doqs are called pupnies").  On this basis, 

for cxamnlc, "South American countries" would be sot 

un as a seoarate concent when it is learned th.it 

they qencrally sneak Spanish or that they tend to 

)e underdeveloped economically and overdevoloncd 

militarily. 

Exavnl*  6.     Those two nieces of information about sheeo 

are subtly contradictory with respect to whether 
sheen are kent fenced in and whether thev are 

farm animals.  Tt is doubtful that this contra- 

diction would be noticed unless such a question 
is asked. 

15 



Example   7.     Very often what is learned is not what superordinate 

category a concept belongs to but what other concent 

it is like. 

This set of examples is certainly not meant to exhaust 

all the possible kinds of semantic information people learn. 

We will return to those examples from time to time in later 

sections to illustrate various points about structure or pro- 

cessing. 

Z.5 The Hierarchical Organization of Concepts 

Among the semantic pronerties of concents, there are several 

special nropcrty relations that are commonly found.  They are 

special because they permit certain kinds of inferences to be 

made.  A frequently used kind is the superset or sunerordinate 

relation.  All properties of a superset (e.g., neonle can see) 

also hold for the instances cf that superset (e.g., Aristotle) 

unless otherwise indicated (e.g., Helen Koller could >ot see). 

In many cases, the superset is the most arcessi^lo nronerty of 

a concent,5 though not always (e.g., it is nrobahly not the most 

accessible nronerty of a nose that it is an appendage or a body 

organ).  In contrast, the subsets of a concept are not easily 

accessible pronerties in general (e.g., when thinking about cows, 

a person is not likely to consider the fact that one kind is a 

Guornsny).  This asymmetry between supersets and subsets nrobably 

stems, at least in oart, froiR the asymmetry in inference, since 

nropcrties o* a subset do not usually hold for a concent. 

. 
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There is often more than one superset of a concept; in 

many cases, there is a frequently used superset and one or more 

lesser supersets within the frequently used superset.  A hawk 

is a bird, but it is also a bird-of-prey; a dog is an animal, 

but it is also a mammal, and within that groun a canine- 

Paraguay is a country, but it is also a Latin American country, 

a South American country, an underdeveloped country, and a 

military dictatorship.6 Occasionally, there are other supersets 

that do not lie within the frequently used superset (e.g., a 

canary is a bird, but also is commonly a pet).  There are clearly 

large differences in accessibility between these different 

supersets. 

Superset is a transitive relation so that concepts form 

chains where each concept has a more general concept as its 

superset.  For instance, a hawk is a bird and a bird is an 

animal, so that indirectly animal is a superset of hawk.  It is 

also possible to find superset chains among verbs.  For example: 

to sprint—> to run—> to gc—> to do; to speed—> to drive—> 

to go—> to do.  A rather long superset chain is:  mallard—> 

duck—> bird—> animal—> living thing—> object.  (If this is 

the longest such chain, it puts mallard squarely at the bottom 

of memory.)  Generally though, these chains do not seem to be 

more than about three or four steps long, so that semantic memory 

must be rather shallow on the whole. 

17 
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Supersets are frequently used in the formation of questions 

like those in Table 2,  For example, if a teacher wants to 

quiz a student about information he should have learned, then, 

the teacher will usually formulate the kinds of questions shown 

in Table 2. The first two grouns show that appropriate questions 

can be phrased in terms of the superset of the concept sought 

for both verbs (group 1) and nouns (group 2).  By trying to 

formulate questions of this sort, it is possible to determine 

the superset(s) of a concept.  The last group of examples in 

Table 2 show that the distinction between who, what, where and 

when rests on high-level supersets (in parentheses). We think 

people use superset chains to reach these high-level sunersets 

every time they formulate these kinds of questions. 

As alternatives to the structure described, at least two 

other kinds of structures might be nroposed.  One possibilitv 

is that all the supersets of which a concept is a member are 

stored directly with the concept.  The five supersets listed 

above for mallard would all be direct supersets of mallard, jnst 

as canine, mammal, and animal are, according to our suggestion, 

direct supersets of dog.  The other possible extreme is that the       l-i 

memory is rigidly hierarchical such that each higher-level super- 

set can only bo reached indirectly via a lov/er-level superset. 

For examnle, doq would have animal as an indirect superset via 

some chain like:  dog—> canine—> mammal—> animal.  Either of 

these alternatives is much tidier than the pronosed structure. 

[j 
The latter of these alternatives can be ruled out, we think. 

Reaction time data (Collins and Quillian, in preparation) indicate 

that it takes longer to decide that mammals, such as doq, are 

mammals than to decide they are animals.  This cannot be due to 

18 
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TABLE 2 

EXAMPLES OF SUPERSET USE IN FORMULATING QUESTIONS 

Information Question about the Information 

He sped to the hospital 

He drove to work 

He went to the movie 

How did he drive to the hosoital? 

How did he 22 to work? 

What did he do? 

He killed a mallard 

She liked ducks 

What kind of duck did he kill? 

What kind of birds did she lik<>? 

He saw a doctor he knew 

(person) 

He saw a camel (animal) 

He put it on the desk (thing) 

He went to a football game 

(event or activity) 

He saw it in the sky (place) 

He saw it in September (time) 

Whom did he seo? 

What did he see? 

On what did he put it? 

What did he go to? 

Where did he see it? 

When did he see it? 
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a difficulty in retrieving the concent "mammal" from the word 

"mammal" as compared with "animal," because the catcaory name 

was qiven in advance and a series of trials used tvio same cate- 

gory. This is onposite the finding that it takes longer to 

decide birds such as hawk are animals than to decide they are 

birds. The finding about mammals and animals is not nossible 

if a person decides a dog is an animal via a nath through mammal. 

On the other hand, the first alternative hypothesis; nanolv, 

that all the supersets are stored directly with the concept, is 

not ruled out by the above experiment.  The fact that it takes 

longer to decide a hawk is an animal than to decide it's a bird 

agrees with our earlier sugoestion that deciding a hawk is an 

animal involves the path through bird.  But on the first alternative 

hypothesis, animal might merely be a less accessible superset 

stored with each bird name. Aoainst this nossihility, we would 

point out that, if a ncrson is told what a mallard is, he only 

is told that it is a duck.  It is very unlikely he would be 

told directly it is an animal, a living thing, or an object. 

When he learns a mallard is a duck, he may possibly infer from 

his previous knowlodqo that it must also belong to the hioher- 

level categories and store that information directly with 

mallard.  However, all the evidence to date (Collins and 

Quilliam 1969, 1970a, 1970c; E. E. Smith, nersonal communica- 

tion)» though not conclusive, indicates that the inference is 

made each time it is needed. 

I 
2.6 Semantic Organization and Inference 

One nossible misinterpretation of the last section is that 

mammal is stored as a superset directly with most mammals.  In 

20 
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our viev/, it is not likely that many animals would have a pointer 

to mammal other than odd cases such as whale, bat, mayhe kangaroo, 

and a few of the most obvious examples, such as dog. Vie   think 

this is so, because people learn when they are children that 

beavers and seals are animals, but it is rare that they learn 

that a beaver or a seal is a mammal.  Furthermore, while canine 

may be stored as a superset of dog, it probably is not for wolf 

though wolves are canines.  There are various kinds of informa- 

tion that can be used to decide whether a wolf is a canine or a 

beaver is a mammal, so such facts need not be stored directly. 

We v/ill discuss how peoole make such decisions in a later section, 

but one kind of information that people may use depends on the 

similarity relation.  Like the sunerset relation, this has im- 

plications for the structure of memorv. 

The similarity relation is one of the class of relations 

that permits inferences of the tyne where pronerties of one 

concept are annlicd to the related concent.  It allov.'s the same 

set of inferences as sunerset, but with less certainty.  An 

example of concepts linked by the similarity relation was shown 

in Table 1, examnlo 7.  If one knows a toad is like a froq and 

that a frog is an amphibian, then one can infer with some 

uncertainty that a toad is  an amnhibian.  Likewise, one miqht 

infer that a wolf is a canine since it is like a doc, even though 

wolves are wild and dogs domesticated.  Usually, the similarity 

relation is qualified by snecifyinq either the basis for dis- 

tinquishincj (e.n., a nony is like a horse only smaller) or the 

basis for grouping (e.g., a sheep is like a cow in that it 

chews a cud).  Distinguishing characteristics are given when 

the concents are alike in most respects, whereas similar 

characteristics are niven when the concents are different in 
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most respects.  When the similarity relation is qualified in ■ 
either way, it helps to determine what inferences can be drawn ».. 

across the relation.  Nevertheless, there are cases where | 

people learn about the similarity of concepts without learning 

the basis either for distinguishing or for grouping them, as j 

when a child is told "A toad is like a frog" during the reading 

of a story about a toad. 

There are several other relations that permit whole classes 

of inferences to be drawn.   The class of allowable inferences 

is specific to the particular relation and is much smaller for 

each of the other relations than for superset (Carbonell, 1970). 

A very important relation in some subject areas (e.g., geography, 

anatomy, architecture) is the part relation.  One of the most 

accessible properties of the nose is that it is part of the face. 

The kinds of inferences Dossi.ble with the part relation are best 

illustrated with an example from geography (Carbonell, 1970). To 

learn that Katmandu is part of Nepal, implies something about its 

maximum size in area and population, and about its location,climate, 

and topography.  The proximity (or adjacency) relation carries 

some of the same implications, such as about location, climate, 

and topography, but with less certainty.  Grouning of concents, 

which in many cases is done on the basis of the superset and 

similarity relations, occurs in anatomy and geography on the 

basis of the part and proximity relations.  Grouping on the 

latter basis does not preclude grouping ©fi the former; witness 

tiie fact that hands and feet, or arms and legs are grouped on 

the basis of similarity, whereas eyes and nose, or neck and 

shoulders are grouped by proximity. 

• 

.. 
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In the realm of events, about which history and science are 

largely concerned, the consequence (causality) and precedence re- 

lations function to carry inferences (Becker, 1969).  There are 

also many other relations that permit certain inferences hut which 

are only used in limited contexts (e.g., the parent relation). 

The essential assumption of this section is that the rela- 

tions that carry inferences always form the basis fot organizing 

any semantic information or subject matter.  That is to say, 

grouping of concepts is almost always along the structural lines 

imposed by relations such as superset, similarity, nart, nroxi- 

mity, consequence, precedence, parent, etc.  Often these rela- 

tions apply in different ways to the same set of concepts and 

so there are overlaying organizational structures imposed on a 

set of concepts.  This suggests that the reason why organization 

occurs in memory is to permit inferences in storing and retreivino 

semantic information.  It is by using inference that neople can 

know much more than they learn. 

3.  NOTIONS ABOUT MEMORY PROCESSING 

With enough assumptions about structure, it becomes pos- 

sible to consider how computers might process semantic information 

in order to function like people. 

3.1  Comprehension and Retrieval 

When comprehension and retrieval are looked at from the 

point of view of implementation in a computer, it is useful to 
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treat thorn as involving the same underlying process.  In compre-        i 

hension, people read a string of words and attempt to construct 

an interpretation based on a configuration of paths in memory | 

between the various concepts referred to by the words in the 

string. Because in most cases, each word points to several 

concepts and any two concepts are connected by a variety of 

paths, building an interpretation must involve ah extensive 

search to determine how the words can be interrelated within 

the constraints of syntax and context. The same search takes 

place in retrieving answers to questions, only the constraints 

(discussed later) on what constitutes an acceptable configura- 

tion of paths are usually more restrictive. [Comprehension is 

described in considerable detail in Quillian (1969) and retrieval 

in Collins and Quillian (in prenn)]. In effect, comprehension 

can be regarded as retrieval with the implicit question, "Is 

there an interpretation under which the sentence could make 

sense with respect to what I already know"? 

To take a simple example, suppose a child is comprehending 

his father's statement that "A toad is like a frog.1* The syn- 

tactic constraints in the sentence will dictate that he interpret 

"like" as meaning "similar to," and so a path between the con- 

cepts of "similar to" and "frcj* will constitute his interpreta- 

tion of the phrase "is like a frog." The child also will look 

up the word "toad" in memory.  If the child finds no concept that 

could correspond to the word "toad," then any interpretation he 

has found for "like a frog" is possible, and so he sets up a new 

concept "toad" with the information "like a frog." Suppose 

though the child had previously learned that a toga is a kind 

of clothing people used to wear. Suppose further that he did 

not store enough features to differentiate the word "toad" from 

. 
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the word "toga." Then "toad" will get him to the concept for 

"toga." Comparing the two concepts, one "like a frog" from the 

sentence and the other "a kind of clothing" from memory, the 

child will likely discover the contradiction by a process des- 

cribed in a later section (also in Collins and Quillian, in 

press). The contradiction means that his interpretation >f the 

sentence involving "toad" is not possible with respect to infor- 

mation he already has stored. His response might be something 

like, "I thought a toad was something people wear." Responses 

like this, which question the assertion made in a piece of text, 

are quite common, especially in reading about a subject one al- 

ready knows something about such as psychology or language. 

That such responses occur gives away the fact that people, to a 

greater or lesser extent, evaluate everything they are told. 

However, people's evaluations may differ markedly depending on 

what has been stored previously and how much effort they are 

willing to spend searching for connections and contradictions. 

3.2 Semantic Search and Syntactic Constraint 

The locating of paths between concepts, then, is basic to 

both comprehension and retrieval. Ouillian's (1968, 1969) pro- 

gram searches for paths between concents usinq what is called an 

intersection technique* This systematically proceeds outward 

along all the pointers or paths leading from each concent which 

is referred to by the words in the sentence.  Where a word can 

refer to several different concepts^ the search proceeds outward 

from all these possible concents (though a less likely meaning of 

a word starts off more slowly)» At each concept encountered as 

the search proceeds outward, a tag is left indicating where the 

search originated. Because many different branches are taken, at 
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each concept encountered, the search continually widens like a 

harmless spreading plague.  When the search originating from one 

word encounters a tag originating from another word, a path 

linking the two concepts has been found. As the search goes on 

longer, more paths will be found. The later in the search a 

path is found, the longer the path will be.  Because the length 

of paths reflects semantic distance in memory, such a search 

produces semantically probable paths first. The use of tags in 

the model is a way to implement in a computer the idea of activa- 

tion, either in terms of priming concents or in terms of spreading 

to related concepts. These are very old ideas in psychology. 

Quillian's search, as implemented in a serial computer, is 

an ordered serial search (though it simulates a parallel search), 

but several aspects of our results on human question-answering 

(Collins and Quillian, 1969, 1970a) imply that people search for 

connections between concepts in parallel.  What appears to be 

serial processing in evaluating the paths found, occurs only 

after locating intersections (Collins and Quillian, in press). 

We think it is possible that a search using the intersection 

technique could be implemented in a machine with fairly simple 

active elements that operate in parallel. A parallel machine to 

which one can add nodes and paths is not available, but if 

language processing demands it, then possibly such a machine 

could be developed. 

We implied above that, although the search for connections 

is parallel, the evaluation of the connections found is largely 

serial.  People often report in "retrospocting" about their pro- 

cessing of questions that they have considered more than one 

interpretation of a question. (Collins and Quillian, in press). 
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Thus, the evaluation phase appears to enter into consciousness. 

Whatever consciousness may he,  it seems to focus on the proces- 

sing which is done serially, perhaps in a unit akin to the central 

processing unit (CPU) of a serial computer. 

One of the kinds of evaluation that occurs is whether the 

semantic path found is compatible with the syntax of the sentence. 

We currently would argue that syntactic processing takes place in 

a parsing network (Thome, Bratley, and Dewar, 1968; Bobrow and 

Fräser, 1969; Woods, 1970) in parallel with the semantic search. 

When a complete path is found in either network an interrupt 

occurs in the CPU, though the search in the semantic network 

probably continues to look for other paths which can be used if 

the first fails.  If paths are found in both networks, then the 

semantic and syntactic paths are compared to see if they are 

compatible (sec Quillian, 1969).  If a path is found in only 

one network after some oredetermined amount of searching, then 

tnis path may be used to guide the search for a corresponding 

path through the other network. 

Wo can illustrate some asnects of the semantic-syntactic 

tradeoff described above with a sentence such as "Zebras like 

horses." Some readers might misread this or decide there is a 

typographical error leaving out the word "are."  Others v/ill 

make sense of it in the way that docis like neonlo, but nobodv 

will understand it the way that cats like mice.  What we are 

sayinq happens is that for the neonlo who misread it, the seman- 

tic connection of similarity is found well before the syntactic 

connection.  When this hanoens, the resnonse may be to force the 

syntax to fit the semantic connection.  For other neonle, the 

syntactic connection i.s found first and the semantic connection 
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can be forced to fit it. Where both connections are found, then 

the person will compare the two paths and find that they are not 

compatible.  He then will have to choose between the two inter- 

pretations on some meta-basis. 

3.3 Tacit Knowledge and Parallel Processing 

The kind of parallel search outlined and the capability of 

interrupting the CPU when a connection is found implies that a 

vast amount of stored knowledge can be tacitly considered in 

processing natural language.  This is illustrated in a passage 

from Quillian's forthcoming book on media: 

: 

At one time, I was trying to get a computer to be able to 

read sentences from pre-school children's books. My aim was to 

have the computer relate these sentences correctly to some body 

of information it had stored, its memory or "knowledge of the 

world." One such book, which described crossing a street, con- 

tained the sentence, "The policeman held up his hand and the 

cars stopped." Now, suppose one asks what is the minimum amount 

of information a mechanism must hare stored to relate this sen- 

tence to, if it is to comprehend it in a reasonably human-like 

way? In particular, consider whether the machine must have 

stored the fact that moving cars usually have drivers? One's 

first thought might well bo no, since drivers aren't mentioned 

or directly involved in the sentence.  But, suppose the sentences 

preceding this one in the book had said that there had just been 

an earthquake, and that two cars, parked on a hill, had started 

to roll down it.  Then comes the sentence abo e, "The policeman 

held up his hand and the cars stopped." Virtually every adult 

reader of this will wonder:  just how dii the policeman manage 

that? In other words, in understanding the initial sentences, it 
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seems that there indeed was some tacit use of the knowledge 

that cars ordinarily have drivers.  If there were not, how 

can it be that, once a reader is led to believe that a moving 

car lacks a driver, he will then recognize that something is 

strange about a policeman being able to stop it just by holding 

up his hand? 

Similar arguments can be adduced to show that, in under- 

standing the sentence above, the reader also seems to tacitly 

take account of information to the effect that:  cars ordinarily 

have brakes, wheels, and tires, that their drivers control these 

cars, have a knowledge of traffic signals, are able to see out 

of their windshields, and so on.  So, readers must have a large 

amount of such knowledge mentally stored. The processing done 

of such knowledge during reading may be fairly minimal, but 

something has to be done V/ith it or to it, or a reader could 

not recognize whenever something he reads fails to make sense on 

the basis of such knowledge. 

There is ample evidence that a similar tacit use of sizable 

amounts of stored information underlies all our visual perception, 

motor activity, problem solving, and so on (Bruner and Minturn, 

1955; Polyani, 1966).  Therefore, it has seemed best to me to 

define the full meaning» for any particular person, of anything 

he reads, sees, thinks, or does, as all the information (stored 

in his head) that is in any way activated or processed when he 

deals with that thing (Quillian, 1968).  If we define meaning 

in this way, then the full meaning of even simple stimuli or 

actions becomes very large indeed, and very large amounts of 

this meaning are always being tacitly processed as the person 

proceeds through the world.  In other words, consciousness is 
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analogous to the focal awareness one has when a complex scene 

covers his visual field. There will at any one moment be only 

a very tiny amount of the overall visual field in close focus, 

a little more of it sufficiently close to the focal point to be 

fairly clearly observed, while the great majority of it is pro- 

cessed only peripherally, most of this processing being tacit, 

outside the person's awareness. This peripheral processing will 

be able to thrust something it discovers into the focus of con- 

sciousness if such a thing seems worthy of more explicit con- 

sideration, just as an unexpected, rapid movement at the edge of 

our visual field will be thrust into our attention by our peri- 

pheral visual processing.  In reading, thinking, talking, and 

other forms of activity, information is continually drawn from 

our memory and processed as information in our overall visual 

field is processed. Thus, the fact that cars are normally con- 

trolled by drivers is part of the large amount of stored 

information that is processed tacitly every time we see or read 

about a moving car, but which has an effect on our consciousness 

only if it seems especially pertinent as when we are told that 

driverless cars are stopped by a policeman's hand signal. 

3.4 Deciding Whether Concepts Can Be Identified with Each Other 

The process of Identifying similar concepts with each other 

arises in many different aspects of language processing.  It ap- 

pears in several different guises, among them reasoning by analogy 

and use of metaphor. Often the attempt to identify similar con- 

cepts turns into a question of whether the two concepts can be 

identified with each other in this particular case.  This happened 

in an example in Section 3.1 whore the question arose for the 

: 

., 
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child "Could a kind of clothing be like a frog?"  Because anything 

like a frog is probably an animal, this becomes a question of 

whether "clothing" and "animal" can be the same thing.  We will 

give a number of examples in the next section to illustrate how 

frequently the process of identifying similar concepts occurs in 

language processing. We only want to point out here that it is 

quite basic to the understanding of language processing to find 

out how people decide whether two concepts can be identified in a 

particular case. 

There has been a series of reaction-time studies recently 

on the processing involved in comparing pairs of concepts. 

Landauer and Freedman (1968) and Collins and Quillian (1970b) 

have used a categorization task where subjects had to decide 

whether an object named was in a predesignated category or not. 

Collins and Quillian (1969, 1970a) used a reaction-time task in 

which sentences like "A canary is a bird" or "A canary is an 

animal" were displayed and subjects decided if they were true or 

false.  Meyer (1970) had subjects decide whether sentences like 

"All thrones are chairs" or "Gome thrones are chairs" are true 

or false.  Schaeffer and Wallace (1969, 1970) used a same-diff- 

erent reaction-time task, where subjects had to decide whether or 

not two words shown were both members of the same category.  in the 

task, one or several categories were prespecified.  These studies 

are all looking at the processing involved in deciding whether 

or not two concepts are identifiable with respect to a set of con- 

straints imposed by the task. 

We can best explain how the constraints of the task affect 

the decision about identifying concepts by an example from Meyer. 

In a sentence like "Some chairs are thrones," the question is 

whether the syntax of the sentence and the nature of the task 
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■i (here explicitly defined by "some") permit a subject to identify 

chair and throne. The answer in this case is "yes."  In a sentence 

like "All chairs are thrones," the answer would be "no," because 

the syntax does not permit the "all" kind of identification to be 

made.  If the sentence were turned around to "All thrones are 

chairs," the superset or superordinate relation in memory linking 

throne to chair could be used as the basis for saying "yes." The 

same question can be asked in a categorization task.  For example, 

the word chair might be prespecified as the category and when throne 

appears as the stimulus word there is an implicit question "Are 

all thrones chairs?" From these examples it should be clear that 

the appropriate decision strategy  (or decision rule) varies in 

different cases, depending on syntax and task instructions, and 

even the range of stimuli used.  In this section we will limit our 

discussion to decision strategies that are appropriate for the "All 

thrones are chairs" kind of sentence or the equivalent categoriza- 

tion task described.  Other tasks nay involve some of the same de- 

cision strategies, but there will also be differences in the de- 

cision strategies that are appropriate. U 

We have argued (Collins and Quillian, in press) that comparing 

concepts involves a semantic search proceeding outv/ard in parallel 

from both the concepts to all associated properties, including 

superset properties.  Any connection found must be checked to see 

if the relation between the concepts meets the constraints of syn- 

tax and context (including the task instructions).  In other words, 

whenever an interrupt occurs during the tacit, parallel search of 

memory, the connection found is explicitly considered with respect 

to syntax and task instructions.  Reaction-time data can reflect 

either the length of the search or the evaluation of the path in- 

volved in applying a particular decision strategy. 
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In deciding whether a "canary" is an "animal," the connection 

that would be usad would go through "bird/1 given our structural 

assumptions.  (See Section 2.5.)  Hence, the search that finds 

this connection should take longer than the one that finds a con- 

nection between "canary" and "bird."  Reaction time should 

reflect the length of the underlying search process, and indeed 

both we and Meyer have found a difference in reaction time in the 

predicted direction.  But, as Meyer has pointed out to us, the 

difference in reaction time could also derive in part or primarily 

from evaluating the path found, because an inferential path may 

take longer to evaluate than a direct superset connection.  There- 

fore, the reaction time differences found in these studies prob- 

ably reflect both search time and evaluation time. 

On our theory, rejecting the identifiability of two con- 

cepts involves finding a path that contains a contradiction. 

What constitutes a contradiction depends upon the kind of con- 

nection found: sometimes it may involve negative information 

that is stored directly  in memory (e.g., bachelors are not 

married men), but usually it seems to involve finding different 

values for equivalent semantic properties (i.e., properties 

where the attributes are the same; red and green are contradic- 

tory values of the attribute color).  For example, a lime 

isn't a lemon because a lime is green and a lemon is yellow. 

Apparently, this decision strategy sometimes is based on imagery 

(see Section 3.6) and sometimes is not. We are still in doubt 

whether people always find some contradiction on which to base 

their rejection, even where the two concepts appear unrelated. 

For example, if asked whether a cafeteria is a dog, people may 

compare equivalent sensory properties (e.g., a cafeteria is big 

and spacious and a dog is small and solid) and find different 
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values.  On the other hand, they may merely search for a given 

amount of time or to a given semantic distance without finding 

a connection, and then reject on the basis of not finding a 

connection. 

The semantic search, however, often turns up connections 

that cannot be used and checking these out acts to slow down a 

person's decision time.  For example, if a person were asked to 

decide whether a "canary" and a "banana" are the same, a con- 

nection might be found through their light-yellow color (i.e., 

a property they have in common).  If so, then the person would 

have to check if this permits him to accept or reject the id- 

entification of the two concepts, which it does not.  This is 

a case where a "false" or "no" response is slowed down, but the 

same thing can happen for a "true" or a "yes" response. For ex- 

ample, deciding whether a submarine is a ship might be slowed 

down if the property that submarines go under water and ships go 

on top of water is found before a connection is found that al- 

lows the person to say "yes."  Subjects report that they do, in 

fact, find such misleading connections before deciding.  As 

another example, deciding that a "penguin" is a "bird" could be 

slowed down, if the connection were found that a penguin cannot 

fly even though birds can.  However, since the superset relation 

from penguin to bird is much more accessible for most people 

than the fact penguins cannot fly, it is possible that the super- 

*öt connection would be found and checked out before the other 

connection would cause an interrupt and thus be considered. 

: 
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Finding misleading connections is the reason we think that 

subjects are relatively slow in deciding that two similar con- 

cepts (i.e., two concepts with common properties) are no* 

identifiable, a result that both Schaeffer and Wallace (1969, 

1970), and we (Collins and Quillian, 1969, in nress) have found. 

Though Schaeffer and Wallace (1970) argue that this result 

contradicts our theory, they, in fact, have misinterpreted our 

theory.  We argue (Collins and Quillian, 1970b) that it is also 

the basis for Landauer and Freedman's (1968) finding that to de- 

cide an object (e.g., tulip) does not  belong to a cateqorv takes 

longer with a large category (e.g., animal) than with a smaller 

nested one (e.g., dog).  This is because a tulin is a nlant, and 

plants are more similar to animals than they are to dogs, as 

evidenced by the fact that plants and animals are frequently 

grouped together in language discourse.  Wilkins (in press) 

points out that, by excluding animals that were not dogs from 

their stimulus sets, Landauer and Freedman inevitably omitted 

stimuli, such as cats, that were most similar to dogs, while they 

did not exclude any stimuli, such as plants that were at all 

similar to animals. 

To complicate the picture further, consider the comparison 

of two concepts where there is not likely to be a direct super- 

set link stored between the concepts, as for example between rat 

and mammal, or sheep and farm animal, or stagecoach and vehicle. 

When there is no superset relation available, then it is necessary 

to use a more complicated decision strategy to decide that two 

concepts are identifiable.  It should be emphasized that finding 

a common property with the same value is not an anpropriate deci- 

sion strategy for saying "yes," as is exemplified by the fact that 

both clouds and vehicles move, even though clouds are not vehicles. 

But there is an asymmetry in the "no" case, because peonle often 
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reject the identifiability of two concepts on the basis of one 

coiwnon property with different values. This is exemplified by 

two subjects who reported that for "Badminton is volleyball," 

they rejected the sentence as false because badminton uses a 

birdie and volleyball uses a ball. The asymmetry between "yes" 

and "no" decision strategies is one of loqic, but the loqic gets 

in trouble because of cases like a submarine and ship, where one 

property with different values is not grounds for rejection.  In 

such cases we think that people rely On the fact that they will 

find a connection that allows them to say "yes," thus overriding 

any mistaken rejection. 

Returning to the question of decision strategies for saying 

"yes," it is logical to say "yes" if all the equivalent properties 

of one of the concepts (whichever one) are common to the other. 

If all a person knew about a bat was that it has wings, flies, 

and is an animal, then it would make sense to say a hat is a 

bird.  Similarly, if all one knows about mammals is that they 

are animals that bear their young alive and breathe air, then it 

would make sense to say a rat is a mammal, even without knowing 

whether rats hear their young alive. People may apply this kind 

of decision stratecy in some cases, such as deciding if a sheep 

is a farm animal. They can use the strategy by treating a few 

properties as if they are defining properties. The defining 

properties for farm animals might he that they are animals and 

are kept on farms.  But people know much more about farm 

animals than these two properties (e.g., they are raised, fed, 

domesticated, bought and sold, etc.).  Now, in deciding if a 

sheep is a farm animal, a connection may be found through the 

fact that sheep were once seen on a farm. Alternatively, a 

connection may be found through the fact that sheep are herded 

in flocks out in fields by shepherds, that is to say, not on 

. 
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farms.  Depending on which connection is found, he will respond 

"yes" or "no."  If both connections are found before responding, 

then the person will need to apply sone higher-level strategy. 

But even though he may treat these two properties as if they are 

defining properties, we would argue that he is tacitly considerinq 

the other properties of farm animals as well. Thus, if asked if 

a mink or a cat is a farm ahiüaal, he is likely to consider the 

fact tnat minks are not domesticated and cats are not raised, 

even though both may be kept on farms. What tacit consideration 

means is that the parallel search will interrupt if any property 

is found where the two concepts have properties with matching 

attributes and contradictory values. We do not know what sub- 

jects would decide about sheep, minks, or cats, but we suppose 

it depends on how accessible the various properties are for both 

of the concepts being compared. 

There is another strategy we think pconlo nonotircn will uao 

for deciding whether two concepts are identifiable or not when 

superset information is lacking. We call it the Wittgenstein 

(1953) strategy.  Wittgenstein argued that a concept such as ciaino 

need not have any set of properties which all games hnvc and only 

games have (i.e., defining properties).  Instead, ho implied that 

people will call something a game if it bears a close "family re- 

semblance" to a number of activities people call oames.  in our 

terms, bearing a close family resemblance would involve some kind 

of evaluation of the number of common properties. 

The use of this strategy is a little clearer if wo consider 

the case of deciding whether something is a vehicle or not.  People 

must have stored a number of instances of vehicles such as trucks, 

cars, and busses, and for these the superset relation will allow 
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them to decide that they are vehicles.  Now, if an object is 

similar to a car, truck, or bus, then with some uncertainty one 

can infer that it is a  vehicle.  For example, such an inference 

applies to taxicahs; if a car is a vehicle and a taxicab is like 

a car, then a taxicab is probably a vehicle too. This is infer- 

ence by analogy in its simplest form.  Whore the information is 

not stored directly as to whethor somethinq is like a truck, or 

a car, or a bus, then the Wittgenstein strategy can be applied. 

The more properties found in common with any of these three 

vehicles, the more likely will a oerson conclude that the thing 

is a vehicle. For example, he is more likely to conclude that a 

stagecoach or a tank is a vehicle than that a horse or a ski 

lift is a vehicle. 

li 
An important aspect of Wittgenstein strategy is that the 

properties a stagecoach has in common with a car count just 

as much as the properties on which they are different.  In 
other words, the asymmetry in logic, that aonlied when one con- 

cept was comnared directly with another, disappears when the one 

concept is compared with an instance of the other.  To illustrate 

this point, consider the question of whether i stagecoach is a 

car.  It is loqical to conclude a staqecoach is not a car be- 

cause a car has a motor and a stagecoach docs not.  But even 

though a stagecoach is not a car, it may still be a vehicle. 

Hence, it makes sense in applying the Wittgenstein strateqy to 

use a less strinqent criterion in comparinq a staqecoach and a 

car. 

All these strateqies we have cited would be apnlied to the 

semantic connections that are found during the parallel search 

of memory.  The particular decision strateqy that is applied 

depends on two thinqs:  (1) tie constraints imposed bv the sen- 

tence or the task (see Sections 3.5 and 3.7), and (2) what 
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connections are found. Notice that the intersection technique, 

if applied to two concepts such as "stagecoach" and "vehicle" 

will find connections through properties of busses, cars, and 

trucks, if these instances are fairly accessible from the con- 

cept "vehicle." These connections will have to be used, if that 

is all that is stored with "vehicle." Such a poverty of know- 

ledge about vehicles and other concepts may be quite common, 

but there must also be many higher-level concepts like "game" 

where people have learned or inferred some properties which 

are stored directly with the concept.  Tor the concept "game," 

it seems likely that the property of having rules, for instance, 

must be stored directly with game.  But as Wittgenstein says, 

properties are never defining properties. That is to say, 

there will be instances of a concept that do not have all the 

properties of the concept (e.g., birds fly but penguins cannot) 

and non-instances of the concept, that have somo of the proportics 

(e.g., planes fly but planes are not birds). 

To conclude this section we would briofly like to nontion 

what we consider to be tho major differences hctweon this theory 

and the models of Meyer (1970) and Schaeffer and Wallace (1970). 

Though Meyer talks about these processes in von» diffornnt terms, 

we doubt that our differences with his model are very substantive 

except in one respect.  He considers several different decision 

strateaies, some of which wo have mentioned here.  But he treats 

decision strategies as if people use one of these strategics 

consistently, at least in any given task, whereas we are arouino 

that the decision strategy will depend on the connections found. 

Our position weakens the kind of experimental nredictions that 

can be made, but we think that is unavoidable. 
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Whilc we are uncertain about some aspects of Schaeffor and 

Wallace's model, one major difference derives from their idea 

that concepts are compared in their entirety to determine a 

threshold for makinq a decision,  one of Ouillian's (1968) 
original arguments was that a concept has no entirety, that 

the meaning of a concept is the entire network of paths and 

concepts as accessed from the node of that concept.  Activating 

a concept is a process that takes place over a period of time 

as paths are followed from the node of the concept.  In 

Quillian's theory, it is possible to compare concepts with 

respect to the number of properties that have the same value 

(i.e., properties in common) or that have different values. 

In this respect, it is like Schaeffor and Wallace's model. 

But, in Quillian's theory, these are processes that require 

a search to locate intersections, and hence must take place 

over a period of time.  Perhans Schaeffer and Wallace's model 

could be translated into these terms, in which case this dif- 

ference would disappear. 

3.5 The Pervasiveness of Identifying Concepts with Each Other 

In order to illustrate how pervasive the process of identi- 

fying similar concepts is, we will enumerate several examples that 

arise in comprehension and in answering questions.  In different 

situations, the decision rule as to whether two concepts can be 

identified often changes, but we would argue that the processing 

involved is largely the s inc. 

One very common problem in language comprehension is that of 

anaphoric reference (Olney, 1964; Quillian, 1969).  This is the 
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problem of identifying a noun or pronoun with previous words in 

the text.  For example, consider the sentences: 

1. The woman finally hired a lawyer,  lie was quite charming 

and greatly pleased his new client. 

In the second sentence, "he," "his," and "client" refer to words 

in the previous sentence, and the problem is to decide which ones. 

There are often syntactic clues to help dotormino the proper 

referent, but the major part of the judyncnt must rest on concept 

identifiability: whether or not a "male person" ("ho" or "his") 

can be a "woman," whether or not a "male person" can ho a "lawyer," 

whether or not a "client" can be a "lawyer," and whether or not 

a "client" can be a "woman," in particular one who hires a lawyer. 

In anaphoric reference, concepts can be identified for precisely 

the same set of cases that are identifiable in Meyer's d'HO) 

task, when the sentence starts with "Somn."  In other words, con- 

cepts are anaphorically identifiable whenever the concepts overlap 

in Venn diagram terms as do thrones and chairs, or mothers and 

writers. In a sense, then, Meyer is studying the question of how 

people make anaphoric references. 

Deeper into comprehension, concent identifiability plays an 

even larger role, especially in dealing with novelty.  It is one 

of the basic processes that allows people to construct an inter- 

pretation of a new idea out of pieces of old ideas they have stored 

in memory.  To take an example that may have some novelty left in 

it, suppose a person hears sentence (2) for the first tine: 

2. Dumbo the elephant could fly. 

To make sense of this a listener will identifv Dumbo the ele- 

phant with the first flying thing he can think of.  This nrob- 
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3.     The boy's brother is  a hippopotamus. 

I 
ably will be a bird rather than, say, a plane or a blimp, because 

in starting from "elephant" and "flying," the shortest applicable 
■ 

path usually will go through "bird" (though not for lovers of fly- 

ing squirrels).  Since having wings is crucial to a bird's flying, 

the listener will probably provide some sort of bird-like wings 

for Dumbo» The  wings will come out of the sides sorewhere, prob- 
ably from the shoulders because they correspond to where birds' 

wings arc located.  In fact, by Disney's design. Dumbo used his 

very large ears as wings.  This example illustrates that compre- 

hension of new concepts is often based on identifying them by way 

of analogy with old concepts. The comprehension process in this 

case rests upon the identifiability of the concepts "elephant" and 

"bird."  The process by which "elephant" is identified with "bird," 

we think is the same process we described in the previous sections. 

. . 

There are other examples of how comprehension often involves 

identifying two concepts by way of analogy. .Metaphor is one ex- 

ample, as shown in (3). 

. 

A person can decide by the rules of anaphoric reference that a 

person's "brother" and a "hippopotamus" are not the same thing. 

Because the metaphoric reference equates them, it is necessary to 

identify them analogically.  Thus, just as Dumbo the elephant was 

given wings which are the most applicable property for flying that 

birds have, so for this case will the brother be given the most 

applicable properties of hippopotami.  One can infer that his 

brother must be a large and languorous sort of chap.  In fact, 

with the earlier example of Dumbo, the elephant's flying was 

treated essentially as a metaphor.  Metaphor is really just the 

case of identifying two concepts that are not identifiable ana- 

phorically. 
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But the process of identifying concepts with related concepts 

in comprehension is not restricted to farfetched examples like 

flying elephants and hippopotamus brothers.  It occurs in every- 

day language in various ways, as seen in (4) and (5): 

4. An old knob was fastened on the gato. 

5. lie hung his coat on the freshly painted door. 

In dealing with (4), a person may never have seen or heard of a 

knob on a gate, but he can readily identify the gate with a door, 

or the knob with a latch on a gate to make sense of the sentence. 

In (5), there is an even more common use of identification of con- 

cepts.  The reader can identify the door in the sentence with a 

door in memory (either a specific door or a composite door) that 

he has seen a coat on.  The door in memory that he identifies it 

with need not have been freshly painted, nor need he ever have seen 

a freshly painted door.  He can apply th«" r>aint in the same way 

he has seen it applied on other objects.  Thus by identifying the 

door in the sentence with both a door in memory and a freshly 

painted object in memory, a person can construct an interpretation 

of a situation he has never witnessed. 

In this last example, we have slipped back to the case where 

comprehension is a matter of identifying new concepts with old 

concepts that have the same name.  But treating an elephant like 

a bird, or a brother like a hippopotamus are not very different 

from treating a gate like a door or one door like another door. 

The first two cases are only farther fetched.  In other words, 

the semantic distance is greater between an elephant and a bird 

than between one door and another. 
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The problem of concept identiflability comes up in question 

answering as well as comprehension.  Suppose a person is asked 

a question like (6) or (7): 

(6) Does a leopard have striper? 

(7) Can a canary quack? 

For questions like (6), where there is a similar concept 

with the property mentioned (in this case tiger), we have found 

(Collins and Quillian, in press) that people take a relatively 

long time to decide the answer is "no." This result is under- 

standable because subjects tell us they think of the fact that a 

leopard is similar to a tiger which does have stripes. Our struc- 

tural assumptions make  the basis for the difficulty fairly clear. 

While people learn and store that tigers have stripes and leopards 

have spots, we doubt that they would ever learn or store that 

tigers do not have Bpots or that leopards do not have stripes. 

Thus, we would expect the fact that a tiger has stripes to be 

much more accessible starting from leopard than the fact that 

a leopard does not, inasmuch as the latter involves an inference: 

leopards have spots, and spots are not stripes. We will examine 

the nature of this inference further with example (7). 

For (7), a person is likely to tell you the answer is no be- 

cause it is ducks that quack and canaries aren't ducks.  If so, 

the person has explicitly considered the question of whether 

canaries and ducks can be the same thing.  We would argue that 

probably he has also tacitly considered whether singing, which 

is the sound canaries make and quacking are the same.  Thus, the 

question of concept identifiability comes up twice in both (6) 

and (7). 

1 
I 
I 
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I 
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In this case, the reasoning involved in the above inference 

is quite illogical, even though it sounds plausible.  Just because 
a seal is not a dog is no reason to conclude that a seal doesn't 

bark.  Similarly, just because a dog can bark does not mean that 

it can't howl or whine.  In other words, maybe canaries quack 

when they aren't singing even though they are not ducks. The 

inference that spots contradict stripes was of the same type, 

but slightly more logical in that there are no animals that have 

both stripes and spots.  The illogic of the inference used to 

decide that a canary doesn't quack could be made logical if 

people had the information stored that only ducks can quack.  But 

that cannot be the case, since a person will be in doubt as to 

whether a goose can quack unless or until he realizes that a 

goose honks.  The thing about geese is that they are so similar 

(i.e., have so many properties in common) to ducks that they 

might just quack if one isn't careful.  But, if the person knew 

that only ducks quack, there should be no hesitation about geese 

once it is decided that geese aren't ducks.  As another example, 

suppose people have stored that only dogs and seals bark.  If they 

do then, of course, they can infer that wolves do not bark, since 

wolves are neither dogs nor seals.  We think people who know how 

similar wolves and dogs are will be in doubt, unless, jf course, 

they have heard of a wolf barking.  A wolf is similar enough to 

a dog that, even if one knows they howl, there is no reason to 

suppose that they do not bark. 

These examples suggest that there is a tradeoff in people's 

use of this kind of inference.  For the case of quacking, the 

more different an animal is from a duck (e.g., a kangaroo), the 

more willing people are to conclude that the animal can't quack 

without knowing anything about the sound the animal makes. 
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The reason why knowledge about the properties of the animal in I 

question enters into this tradeoff probably is based on a princi- 

ple such as: "The more I know about the animal, the more likely 

I would know about its quacking if it did in fact quack."  In any 
mm 

case, this kind of inference is basic to the way people answer 

questions, and we fear that computers will have to give up their 

past insistence upon rigor, if they want to be able to answer 

the range of questions people can answer. 

There is another way that people obtain inferential power 

from this process of identifying a concept with a similar con- 

cept in question answering.  Suppose a questioner needs informa- 

tion about the cost to shin tea to Boston from England, or 

information about the estimated number of schools in Boston. 

When the direct information on such questions is lacking for 

Boston but available for other cities, people ofton rely upon a 

type of analogical inference for an answer.  They identify a city 

that is like Boston in the relevant respects and then infer the 

answer for Boston from the answer for the other city.  For the 

question of costs of shipping tea to Boston, the strategy is to 

pick a nearby city (say New York or Providence) for v/hich a 

figure is available.  For the question about the number of schools 

in Boston, the strategy is to pick a city the same size as Boston, 

(say St. Louis) for which a figure is available.  Then the answer 

for the other city may be adjusted to accommodate any difference 

between Boston and the other city on the relevant dimension.  As 

Copi (1961) points out, analogy is at the basis of most of our 

ordinary inferences from past experience into the future, as when 

one reads a book because he enjoyed the author's orevious books. 

But we would argue further that analogy, in fact, underlies overv 

aspect of our inferential reasoninn. 
. 
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In this section, we have enumerated a number of different 

examples from natural language where the nrocossinq involved 

identfying one concept with a similar concept or, on the other 

hand, finding a basis for distinguishing one concept from a 

similar concept.  To psychologists, this is an old nrocess in 

a new guise. From the first point of view, it is the process of 

generalization; from the other point of view, the nrocess of 

discrimination.  Surely, Pavlov would think it a groat joke to 

find us caught in this web. 

Knowing the new uses that evolution makes of old orqans, 

it is not too surprising to find such a primitive canahilitv 

put to heavy use in the most sophisticated of man's talents. 

This may be an area where linguists might utilize nsychological 

knowledge for a change Instead of the other way round. As 

Brown (1970) points out, this would orobably be the first time 

in the history of psycholinguistics. 

Generalization and discrimination do not come naturally 

to present-day serial computers, but by using taas to simulate 

spreading activation, we think it is possible to develop aene- 

rallzatlon and discrimination processes in computers.  The 

strategies outlined in the last section were examples of such 

processes. 

3.C Two Uses of Imagery 

This work started out by investigating structure and proces- 

sing in a semantic network (Quillian, 1968, 1969) of intercon- 

nected concepts.  Imagery was happily ignored in order to keep 

the problems down to a manageable size, though there was an un- 

spoken assumption that images could be generated from concepts. 
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In this section, we will not try to deal with imaqery systemati- 

cally, but only mention where it fits in the scheme of computer- 

languaqc processing. Imagery has intruded into our experimental 

studies of question answering because subjects usually give some 

reason based on imagery for rejecting false sentences (Collins 

and Quillian, in press). While imagery probably has many uses, 

we want to mention two that are particularly relevant to the re- 

lation between imagery and concepts. 

When imaqery intruded into our subjects' reports in rejec- 

ting false sent --osr it turned out to be used in a way that 

Ouillian had developed to handle the problems of anaphoric refer- 

ence within his semantic network.  In other words, the strategy 

that people reported using with images was the same strategy 

Ouillian planned to use with gemantic pronortios.  In particular, 

the strategy was to reject the possibility of identifying two 

concepts whenever the coneopts had properties whore the attributes 

(or relations) matched and the values were different.  In the 

anaphoric-reference example of the last section (1), "he" did not 

refer to "woman," because, even though they have a common super- 

set ("person"), one has the value "male" and the other "female" 

on the attribute "sex."  The use of this strategy with sensory 

nroporties is exactly the» same.  To take one example, a subject 

rejected the identifiability of a pearl and a bean after comparing 

them in imagery,  lie noticed they appcard to bo the same size, 

but that they are different in shape and color, which formed the 

basis for his rejection.  Imaqery may be an efficient way to com- 

r>arc concepts to find a mismatch, because i^aqes can be manipulated 

in a way that properties cannot.  Perhaps, interactions between 

separately stored concepts and their nroporties can be evaluated 

more readily if the concepts are generated toqether in imnqory. 

Such an interaction can be illustrated by an examnlr» from an 

earlier na^ipr (Collins and ouillian, in press).  Several subjects 

reported that they rejected "A limousine has a rudder" as false 

by imaqinq the rudder on the back of a limousine.  It is an im- 

agined interaction that nroduces a mismatch with memorv. 
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The second aspect of imagery we want to mention makes it 

seem as if there is much more information in internally generated 

images than there need be.  We would argue that images (not 

eidetic images, however) contain much less information than 

pictures.  What appears to be richness in images, we think, de- 

rives from changing images by changing the concepts from which they 

are generated. For example, if a person thinks hack in memory as 

to where he left his keys in his office, the procedure might be 

something like the following: 

(1) Generate an image of the office and nick the 

most likely niece of furniture there (sav a 

desk) where the keys might be. 

(2) Generate an image of the desk ton» and scan 

that for the keys. 

(3) If not found« then generate the image of the 

inside of the desk drawer and scan that for 

the keys. 

(4) If still not found, regenerate the image of the 

office and pick the next most likely niece of 

furniture. 

(5) etc. 

The abilitv to change from imagincr one concent to imaging another 

would give a computer system the kind of newer that a zoom lens 

on a camera provides. The difference is that, unlike the camera 
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picture, not all the information about the desk top and the 

drawer, obtained by changing images, is in the original image 

of the office. This kind of manipulation of internally-generated 

images from a concept network is still only a gleam in some 

computer-mind* s eye.* 

3. 7  Induction and Learning 

How information is put into memory obviously has much to do 

with how it can be retrieved. Until now we have only dealt with 

inferences in retrieving information as opposed to inferences in 

storing information.  Generally, the inferences made in the pro- 

cess of storing information are referred to as inductions. For 

example, if a child sees red flowers on several occasions that 

people refer to as roses, he may well induce from this experience 

the information that roses are red (i.e., that particular 

pinkish-red most roses are) as a property which can he evoked 

by the concept "rose." The fact that the property of redness 

comes to be evoked by the concept of rose is non-committal as 

to whether all roses are red, most roses are red, some roses are 

red, or only a few roses are red (though in the latter case 

redness probably would never come to be evoked). To evaluate 

whether all, or most, or some, or a few roses are red, given 

that a person has not learned the answer directly, would re- 

quire a search of memory starting at "color" and "rose" to 

find connections through colors other than red. Depending 

on how many non-red instances of roses are found (with a 

given amount of effort or as compared to red ones), some 

estiir^te about the correct answer can be made. 

- 
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The importance of induction to lanquaqe processinq lios in 

the fact that most properties of concepts are not loarnod diroct- 

ly, but are derived from specific instances of tho concept.  A 

person proba! ly stores the fact that birds have v.-inqs, because ho 

sees many instances of birds with winqs.  onco he stores by induc- 

tion fron cases that birds have winqs, he can then deduce that a 

new instance he knows to be a bird, say a mudlark, must there- 

fore have wings. 

The fundamental question about induction is how to decide 

v/hich properties of specific instances should bo stored witft the 

superset? The problem has been attacked for computers hv Becker 

(1970) and Winston (1970).  Doth deal with the problem in torms 

of generalization and discrimination; apparently, Pavlov has en- 

snared them as well.  Both their systems are desiqned to learn 

concepts from graph-structure descriptions of visual scenes, 

and so both deal with the problem in terms of visual properties 

rather than symbolic (i.e., non-imageable) properties.  If concent 

learning is in terms of verbal inputs, as miqht be the case with 

"vehicle," then the problem would arise in terms of symbolic pro- 

perties.  For instance, if a person is told that cars, buses, and 

trains are all vehicles, then he may induce from these instances 

which of their properties apply to the concept vehicle.  Again, 

we would argue that the problem is fundamentally the name whether 

posed in visual terms or symbolic terms, though visual concept 

learning is prior developmentally.  We will outline the orocess 

(for more detail, see Decker or Winston) with an oxamnle from 

the world of birds where we feel relativelv safe from fliqhts of 

fancy. 
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Suppose one sees a cute little red lathery creature with 

winqs and a boak, etc. and that it is referred to as a "bird." 

Next maybe a larger (by a factor of three) black feathery crea- 

ture with wings and a beak that is referred to as a "bird." Next 

maybe a little yellowish feathery creature with winqs and a beak 

that is referred to as a "bird."  Mach time a person hears a repe- 

tition of the word "bird" in the sequence, it loads him to those 

properties he had stored previously with bird.  If a semantic 

search starts with "bird" on the one hand and the instance he is 

looking at on the other, then the connections found will be through 

properties that the bird in memory and the bird at hand have in 

common.  Therefore, it is precisely those common nrooerties that 

will be made more accessible (i.e., wings, feathers and beaks) and 

the others will not (i.e., color and size).' The nrocess as des- 

cribed is pure qeneralization.  Winston (1970) ooints out that when 

learning "arch" in this way, the top piece of the arch may bo a 

rectangle one time and a wedge the next time.  The strategy he uses 

is to assume that, when such a difference is found, the ton niece 

can be any instance of the lowest common superset (in this case, 

block) of the top nieces seen so far.  This is exactly the way 

we would have it. 

Sunpose instead of each instance being referred to as a 

"bird" in the preceding sequence, the first was referred to as 

a "cardinal," the second a "vulture," and the third a "canarv." 

When a person sees the canary in this sequence, he will search 

his memory for a concept that has the properties he sees the 

canary to have.  If we assume he does not have the concept 

canary," then he will intersect with the concept in memory 

most like a canary; i.e., the one with the most nrooerties in 
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common with the canary he sees.  If he has already formed the 

concept for bird, then he will find the concept "bird." If he 

only had learned "cardinal" and "vulture" then he would probably 

find the concept "cardinal/' because it is more like a canary 

than a vulture is. Thinking of the concept "bird" or "cardinal" 

when presented with a canary is like thinking of A tiger v/hen 

asked "Does a leopard have stripes"? [Example (6), Section 3.5]. 

Whether he locates the concept "bird" or "cardinal" in his 

search, the name will be different from the name "canary" given 

to the thing he is looking at. Because the names are different, 

this forces him to locate those properties that are different 

(e.g., color).  It is the distinguishing properties that are 

then scored with the new concept "canary." In Winston's terms a 

bird or cardinal is a "near miss" for the concept "canary." As 

we described it in this example, the process is pure discrimina- 

tion learning. Generally though, a person would see several 

positive instances of canaries in forming the concept "canary." 

Hence, the course of true learning will be both a generalization 

and discrimination process. But in learning the concept "bird," 

we doubt that there are any of the "near misses" that Winston's 

program seems to rely on. That is to say, people don't look at 

bats in order to learn the concept "bird." 

There are several non-obvious implications of this view. 

One important implication is that higher-level concepts10 like 

bird are learned mostly by generalization and lower-level con- 

cepts like canary mostly by discrimination. Of course, to the 

degree that people relate birds to other animals in learning the 

concept "bird," then obviously they will have to discriminate 

birds from the other animals. But, if one considers the rela- 

tive similarity between birds and dogs, say, as opposed to the 
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similarity between canaries and cardinals, it should be clear 

why we think that learning the concept "bird" will involve much 

less discrimination than will learning the concept "canary." 

And, if one considers the relative variability in properties 

among birds as opposed to the variability among canaries, it 

should be clear why v;s think that learning the concept "bird" 

will involve more generalization than will learning the concept 

"canary."  Anglin (1970) in a recent monograph conducted several 

experiments with children to find out whether the learning of 

word meanings was a generalization process or a discrimination 

process.  He concluded that it was a generalization process but 

the lowest-level concepts he used were boy and girl.  In our 

view, his selection of words would prevent his finding the 

discrimination learning that takes place at lower levels, such 

as between canaries and cardinals. 

It turns out that, when negative properties are stored in 

memory (such as "Penguins can't fly" or "A vest doesn't have 

sleeves, in Table 1), it is because learning depends on dis- 

crimination.  Hence, there is always some similar concept (a 

confusable concept) which has the given property.  In retrieval, 

the confusability will slow a person down so that it will be 

difficult to decide, for example, "Does a vest have sleeves"? 

That is to say, in starting at "vest" and "sleeves," the semantic 

search is likely to turn up "suit jacket" or some other similar 

concept with sleeves.  Because a concept like "bird" is learned 

mostly by generalization, there are not likely to be any nega- 

tive properties stored with it, e.g., "Birds do not have antlers." 
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As Becker points out, properties never become defining 
properties by either generalization or discrimination.  This is 

the general semanticist's old argument (Korzybski, 1933) that 

there is no essence of "chairness" or "pencilnesn."  To take 

Winston's example of arches, people can still identify Roman 
or Greek arches as arches, even though the top niece has been 

knocked down and is lying on the ground.  The lack of defining 

properties in this world makes life much harder for computers. 

As the process of learning the concent "canary" was dnscribed, 

it was mostly a discrimination process but nartly a neneralization 

process.  To the degree it was a discrimination nrocess, the fact 

that canaries have wings and feathers would be ionored, since 

wings and feathers do not differentiate canaries from cardinals 

or tdrds.  However, to the degree that it is a generaliza- 

tion process, wings and feathers would always co-occur with 

instances of canaries, and hence would be stored as nronerties 

of canaries.  Then, the question arises as to why our data show 

(as argued in section 2.5) that people decide about a sentence 

like "A canary has wings" by inference from the fact that a 

canary is a bird and birds have wings.  We think the findinq has 

two bases. 

First, for many kinds of birds (and other things as well) 

most people do not have stored much more than the fact that they 

are birds.  This is because a person does not form concents like 

mudlark by a process of generalization and discrimination.  In- 

stead, he may be told or he may infer from something he reads, 

that a mudlark is a bird. When some psychologist asks him to 

decide if "A mudlark has wings" is true or false, he responds 
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true, because he knows a mudlark is a bird.  In constructing sen- 

tences for our study (Collins and Ouillian, 1969), we made an 

effort to choose instances (e.g., wren) in such a wav that the 

superset pronerty (e.g., has wings) v/as not narticularlv asso- 

ciated with the instance.  Hence, by design the sentences used 

were ones likely to be decided by inference.  There is nothing 

in the theory, however, that prevents storinq superset properties 

with particular instances, and we certainly think it is a common 

nractice. 

Second, even if a superset property is stored directly with 

an instance, it may be faster to retrieve it by inference from 

the superset.  This might happen if the property is fairly inac- 

cessible from the instance, but highly accessible from the suoer- 

set.  The learninc) process we described would tend to produce 

such a difference in accessibility, because qeneralization of the 

pronertv (having wings) for the superset (bird) makes the nronertv 

more accessible, and discrimination for the instance (canary) does 

not make the pronerty more accessible.  As we argued earlier, 

learning the superset is mostly a generalization process and 

learning the instance is mostly a discrimination process.  Similar 

differences in accessibility can produce a wrong response to the 

question,"Can a penguin fly"?  If the person thinks first that a 

penguin is a bird, and birds fly, before he retrieves the fact 

that penguins can't fly, he may well give an incorrect "yes" 

response to the question. 

One final comment about generalization and discrimination in 

computers.  In Section 3.5, we talked about generalization and 

discrimination in comorehension and retrieval.  There it v/as 

necessary to identify a concept with a similar concent in order 
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to comprehend a sentence or answer a question.  In this section, 

we have been discussing generalization and discrimination in 

learning.  Here it is necessary to identify the object at hand 

with a similar concept in memory.  Whether the concepts that are 

identified in this way are treated similarly (generalization) or 

differently (discrimination) is imposed in either case not by 

the nature of the concepts identified but by the constraints of 

the task.  In our example of metaphor, the hippopotamus and the boy's 

brother are treated similarly by the way the sei **.ence forces them 

to be identified.  In generalization learning, a cardinal and a 

canary are treated similarly because they are both called birds. 

In discrimination learning, on the other hand, a canary would be 

distinguished from a cardinal, and in anaphoric reference a boy's 

brother would not be identified with a hippopotamus.  The importance 

of generalization and discrimination to learning, comprehension 

and retrieval makes it imperative, we think, that these processes 

be treated by any computer implementation in the same terms. 

3.8 Analogy as a Linguistic Construct 

Linguistic aonroaches to semantic theorv, which are at least 

partially reflected in Kintsch's (1972) naner in this volume, 

typically soecify human semantic knowledge in terms of selection 

restrictions.  Therein lies a major difference between our pro- 

posed theory and linguistic-based theories.  The difference can 

be illustrated with an example from Kintsch's paper where he 

points out that it is permissible to say "The child grew," "The 

corn grew," and "The farmer grew the corn," but not "The parents 

grew the child." He explains this in terms of a selection re- 

striction on the use of grow that prohibits a human or animal 

object in the presence of an agent.  Agent and object in this 

description are cases, which are special kinds of relations used 

in describing verb concepts.  In our thinking, cases function for 
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verb concepts much like inferenee-carryinq relations function for 

noun concepts, in that they arc used extensively in lanquaqo 

processing, and there are a small number of them that are used 

quite frequently.  On this we are in aqreement with Kintsch. 

The disaqreemont can be illustrated by a settinq from one 

of the Oz books by Baum (1908). In the story, Dorothy falls 

into the earth during an earthquake and lands in a city where 

apparently there are no children among the people. As the storv 

progresses, she finds out that the people arc vcqotables and 

that they havj a special qarden just outside the city.  It turns 

out that the adults grow children in the garden until they 

are rioe and then the adults pick them from the qarden to become 

members of the community.  Now, in this settinq, talk of adults 

growing children sounds quite natural; and, of course, it is 

because the people are veqetables and it is quite easv to 

analogically identify veqetable children with  nlants.  rvon with- 

out such an elaborate plot, it is perfectly easy to understand 

vhat is meant by "A farmer qrew sheep on his ranch" or "The 

narents qrew their child in isolation." 

Everybody has heard of neonlo qrowing corn, or flowers, or 

grass; and from these examples, a nerson might induce the concent 

of nlant as the object of grow in the nresence of an aqent.  Then, 

when a nerson hears that a lazy man qrows rocks in his qarden or 

a scientist qrows a theory durinq his coffee breaks, these can 

be understood by analogy with how neople grow plants.  Kintsch 

nostulates special metaphor rules to deal with such cases, but in 

our view that merely sets up two processes where only one pro- 
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cess is necessary.  In comprehending such sentences, we think 

people will always try to find a meaning by identifying the ob- 

ject of grow in the presence of an agent with the concept plant, 

or whatever object concepts are learned or induced for the verb 

grow.  The more far-fetched is the analogy, or in other words 

the more distant is the object concept from nlant in semantic 

memory, the odder the sentence will sound; i.e., the more 

semantically anamolous it will be.  But the ooint is that there 

need be no switch or line on one side of which is semantic ac- 

ceptability and on the other side of which is metaphor or anomaly. 

In our view, there is a continuum from semantic acceptability 

to metaphor to anomally depending on how removed the given object 

(e.g., trees, horses, children, rocks) is from plant.  If you 

ask a person whether a particular sentence is a metaohor or not, 

he can answer; but we think he must specifically evaluate the 

sentence to do so.  The test he would probably anply is whether 

the given object is acceptable as an instance of plant (i.e., 

whether there is any overlap in Venn diagram terms between the 

given object and plants).  If it is, then he will say it is 

semantically acceptable and if not he will call it a metaphor. 

But if yon ask a person whether "He grew oysters in his pond" 

is a metaphor or not, he is likely to have trouble seeing that 

it is, because oysters,though animals, are so plant-like. The 

fact that there are hard cases to decide argues quite stronaly 

that there is a continuum rather than a switch. 
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It is possible to think about selection restrictions in 

terms of storing negative information rather than positive in- 

formation in memory.  For example, one might store the informa- 

tion that grow prohibits a human or animal object in the presence 

of an agent, rather than the information that grow takes plants 

as the object in the presence of an agent.  We are not sure 

whether Kintsch thinks that negative information is stored or 

not.  As we argue in the preceding section, it seems to us that 

negative information is only stored in the process of discrimina- 

tion learning.  There is nothing about the process of hearing 

sentences where people grow flowers, or corn, or grass that 
- 

would produce discrimination learning.  Hearing such sentences 

would be a case of pure generalization learning, unless children 

learn that saying something like "The farmer grew the horses" or 

"The mother grew children" is wrong. We seriously doubt that 

they are told such sentences are wrong.  Should they utter such 

sentences (if they do at all), we doubt that they would ever be 

corrected for doing so.  But unless they learn such sentences 

are wrong, our position means that children would never form 

the negative property that animal or person is prohibited as 

the object of grow in the presence of an agent.  They would 

only learn the positive property that plants are often the ob- 

ject of grow in the presence of an agent. 

One asoect of the learning nrocess is worth pointing out. 

Sunoose all a child knows about growing is that children crrow 

up.  Then, if he hears the sentence "The corn grows in the field" 

he can understand it by identifying corn with children.  Hut 

this use of corn is a metaphor for the child.  Sunpose later 

he hears that "flowers grow."  He is more likely to relate the 
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flowers to corn than children, and so the child is likoly to 

understand the flowers growing by analogy with corn growing. 

This too is a metaphor for the child because clearly flowers arc 

not corn.  In general then, depending on what one has heard be- 

fore, one man's semantically acceptable sentence is another 
man's metaphor. 

4.  THE THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 

The theory we have outlined is not designed specifically to 

yield clear-cut predictions about experiments.  Nor did it arise 

as an explanation of results found in experiments.  It started 

out as a strategy for dealing with language in a computer, and 

much of the shape it is growing derives not from watching people 

perform, but instead from what programmers figure out about 

people when they try to build parts of a language-using machine. 

The theory's main function is to provide guidelines for how to go 

about building a memory,  hence, it contains descriptions of in- 

ternal structures and processes, rather than input-output transfer 

functions for various stages of processing.  The processes we are 

hypothesizing can be put together in too many ways, depending 

on the strategies of the subject, to always yield output predictions 

from various input conditions.  However, we have tried to show 
that it leads to some hypotheses that can be tested experimentally. 

We think psychology can profit from trying to build a language- 

using machine, just as the theory of flying has profited from try- 
ing to build a flying machine.  Think of all the useless experi- 

ments on flying that could have been done with birds. 
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Projects Agency of the Department of Defense and was 

monitored by the Air Force Office of Scientific ! 

Research under Contract No. F44620-67-C-0033. 

We should like to thank the Artificial Intelligentsia 

at Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. whose ideas we may have 

surreptitiously stolen; namely, Joseph D. Becker, 

Anthony Bell, Daniel G. Bobrow, Jaime R. Carbonell, 

and William A. Woods.  We also want to thank David 

Meyer and Benson Schaeffer for their comments on 

an earlier draft of this paper. 

2. This is not say that computers may not in the future 

function in different terms. 

3. Properties are made up of two parts: relations and 

objects.  For adjectival properties, relations are 

called attributes and objects are called values. 

Red and square are typical values, and they refer 

to concepts.  Usually red is said to be a value of 

the attribute color.  We are arguing that, in oen- 

eral, both attributes and values are more complex 

than this.  Thus, for the concept "canary" the at- 

tribute color may have embedded the fact that it 

is only on the surface, and the value yellow may 

have embedded that it is light yellow, or one of 

the several yellows that people can distinguish 

in memory. 
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4. The conceptual identity of buying and selling could be 

tested by a modification of Koler's (1966) technique. 

He showed that presenting a word and its translation 

I at different places in recall lists given to bilingual 

subjects improved recall of the word as much as pre- 

senting the same word twice.  If buy and sell refer to 

I the same concept, they should reinforce each other in 

a similar way. However, a recent study of Johnson- 

Laird and Stevenson (1970) suggests that the two words 

must refer to the same concept. 

5. This, we think is partly the reason why our results 

(Collins and Quillian, 1969) in a true-false reac- 

tion time task show people to be faster in deciding 

that "A canary is a bird," for example than they are 

in deciding that "A canary can sing." We assume 

that both the superset "bird" and the property "can 

sing" are stored directly with canary in most 

people's memory. 

6. This raises the problem of whether all properties 

should be stored as supersets, since this makes 

inferences easier.  It is easier to retrieve the 

properties of military dictatorships (e.g., they 

imprison dissidents) for Paraguay, if Paraguay 

is stored as a military dictatorship rather than 

as having a military dictator.  Similarly, it 

would be easier to retrieve properties of hot 

objects (e.g., they burn hands) for an oven rack, 

if oven rack is stored as a hot object rather 

than as being hot. 
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We don't know where to draw the line in setting up 

supersets, but it seems a bit much to have super- 

sets such as hot objects or objects on Gorky Street. 

More likely a person infers that oven racks will 

burn hands by analogy with the fact that irons (or 

whatever object he has learned about) burn hands. 

In the same sense though, canine and marsupial may 

not generally bo supersets either, except to zoo- 

logists. If asked whether marsupials hop, people 

who know kangaroos are marsupials will probably 

answer "yes," but they must get the property from 

kangaroos and not from marsupials. That is to say 

the property is inferred from an example just as 

with the iron. 

7. There is a complication here that will be discussed 

in relation to induction (see Section 3.7). 

8. Such a capability for mans is now being developed 

by Jaime Carbonell at DBN. 

9. Increasing accessability will also produce forget- 

ting.  As some properties become more and more 

accessible, the likelihood of retrieving properties 

that do not becomes smaller and smaller.  This is in 

line with Shiffrin's (1970) recent finding which 

suggests that forgetting is purely a failure in 

retrieval. 

10.  Of course, there are probably exceptions such as 

mammal.  Mammals, though a higher-level concept 

may be learned mostly by discrimination from 

reptiles, anchibian, fish, and birds. 
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